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As .1 token of appreciation to one who has always sup-
ported us in all our endeavors, who has had unfailing
faith in us and all our actions and who has in every way
endeavored to improve our condition and foster progres-
•ive reforms for our benefit: we, the Class of Nineteen
Hundred Twenty-Six, dedicate this volume of ''Taps" to
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Fort Mill. S. C.
"Think before you make a promise and then
stick to it—a good character is rather
In he chosen than great riches."
HORTICULTURE
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Major. President
Palmetto Literarj s<.cict\ ; President Lancaster
Count} ('lull 'Jii Vive-President Fort Mill Club,
"2~>
; Secretary and Treasurer Lancaster Countj
Club, 'l'i : Secretary and Treasurer, Horticulture
Society, '-'i ; Business Manager Chronicle, '->'• .
Agricultural Society : Friendship Council ; R.
T. C. Camp McClellan Alabama.
"Alec" for three years, bul qow it is
"Major". lie achieved this position on his
military merit after taking the whole mil-
itary staff by storm ami being on excel-
lent terms with Captain Lee. These two
have taken many a ride to Anderson for
the purpose of seeing the fairer sex.
"Alec" is interested in horticulture, be-
ing one <>f "George Peter's" ardent follow-
ers. Some of these days we all expect him
to own a large orchard from which he may
clean up a million. lie was always given
most of the extra work in the Section, as
was implied in these words: "Air. Alex-
ander, will you do " He never
shirked any of this work and we predict
that all through life he will never mind the
daily grind and will wind up as a great
success. Go to it. "Alec." we are all with
you. With the ability as a horticulturist,
and that wonderful girl of yours, you can





OLIN SAMUEL AXDERSt »N
Timmonsville, S. ('.
"Lije does not consist in holding a good
hand, but in playing a bad hand u ell."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private
Member A.I.E.E. ; Clean Sleeve Club: Chaplain
Ot Jail Birds Chili; Palmetto Literary Society;
President of Darlington County Club; R.O.T.C.,
Camp .McClellan. Ala.
< Min. better known by his admirers, both
male and female, as "Ilambone". or more
intimately as just plain "Bone", achieved
fame at Clemson just for his
accentuated speech and for his
success with the "unfair" sex.
manipulati f the ladies' hearts is not
unlike Ponzi's manipulation of dollars.
lie soon decided that the world was
greatly in n I of a good 1 :hanical en-
gineer. One might think that Anderson.
being an ardent disciple of a certain movie
actor whose name reminds one of the most
useful of petroleum by-products, is do! a
g I student. This, however, is not the
case. I lis record as a student has not been
phenomenal, but be. like the rest id' us.
lias waded through foui- years of classes
and now must Mart his life as a graduate.
It is impossible for anyone to believe




Thomas Lafayette \\ \i ,keh Bailey, Jr.
Clinton, S. C.
He is a wise man who always knows
what in do next."
i>Ati;\ i\i.
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant;
Senioi Private. President Laurens it.\ Chili
Secretary and Treasurer Laurens County Club;
McTiiii. i- Dairj Club; Basketball Squad, '25, '26;
Member clean Sleeve Club; Camp Track Team;
K T C. Camp MeClellan, Ala
Thomas Lafayette Walker Bailey, Jr.
came to us from the tropolis of Clinton.
"Tilly" a^ he is better known, was quite
a handsome ral and since that time has
become a campus shiek. He has more
girls in love with him than Rudolph val-
entino(?). He is a disciple of "Big Ben."
During his last year at school, "Tilly"
roomed with "Bill" Lippincotl and this
has given him an even greater reputation
with the ladies. The ties that these boys
wear are more than enough to win am
girl's heart. Although "Tilly" has nol led
his class as a student, his record is one of
which he siiouid be proud. After all >'s
• lass record is only a small part of one's
success. He has always been active in the
various branches of student activities. He
seems to realize that a college course means
a course in the art of living with one's fel-
low-men. "Tilly" is a natural-horn gentle-
man and if his success in after life comes
to him as easily as it has come here, there




"Thou wouldst be loved? Then let thy heart
from its present pathway part not."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. Sec-
retarj and Treasurer A.S.C.E. ; President Twin
cit\ Club; Vice-President Lexington Count}
Club; Bible Class Leader; Friendship Council;
Secretin and Treasurer Wade Hamilton Liter-
.11.1 Societ] ; Rifle Team, 'll ; Machine Gun Sharp-
ShOOtl i . R T C, Camp MeClellan, Ala.
If you were to meet this lad on the
street you would probably think him a
preacher, but he is not. His deceptive
looks have earned for him the title of
"Rev.", of which he is worthy in every
respect.
"Rev.", came to Clemson in the fall of
'-- and has been a consistent worker in
the Civil Engineering Department since.
Clemson should be proud of such a student
a- this lad because he is a conscientious
worker and a friend to everybody.
Barr is not only a conscientious worker
but also a skilled writer to the "flavored"
ones at well, guess. We sincere
ly hope he will be as successful in win-
ning friends among the ladies after he
leaves Clemson as he has been among the
boys at school.






"Tis better to lose with a conscience clear
than to win by trick unfair''
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Senior Private.
Calhoun Literarj Society Junior Literary Critic,
'23, Recording Secretary, '.:;. Vice-President, '26,
President, '26; Assistant Baseball Manager;
Joke Editor "Chronicle," '24; President, Secre
tarj .ind Treasurer Greenville City Club; Vice
President Textile Society; Senior Private's Club;
Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Dancing Clubs ;
R.O.T.C., Camp McClellnn, Ala.
Johnny came over from the Textile Cen-
ter in L922 and st ait cil working. He left
school a short while in his Senior year,
hut he returned again this session and is
gradually resuming his former efficiency,
lie possesses great oratorical ability, and
is recognized ;is an efficient executive. He
delves fruitfully into social life and is a
great participant in athletics, although he
has not won the much desired block letter.
Always smiling and g I natured, he
forms many friendships, yet he always
leaves an impression of dignity and ability
that is never too deeply overshadowed by
his jollity. lie proceeds through life like
a pedestrian in a crowded thoroughfare.
Turning lure, stopping only to secure a
stronger start, he always holds to a defi-
nite course which cannot help but lead to
success and happiness. Some of his class-
mates may achieve greater financial suc-
cess, some may hold more glory, but the
joy and peaee that go with a well-lived
life will be Johnny's reward.
THOMAS RAYMOND BOSEMAN
Darlington. S. ( '.
"U hen sailing doun the stream of Hie.
paddle your own canoe; Anil never trouble









(Ian Sleeve Club; R.O.T.C.
Ala.
This lad hails from the city <>f Darling-
ton, lie came to Tigei'tOWn in the fall of
'22 with the sole intention of mastering
his chief and foremost aim of life, me-
chanical engineering, and so far lias pros
ed successful in every attempt.
Raymond is a true friend, a loyal Tiger,
anil a man who is always ready to help
anyone who may be in need. He was never
known to give up a task until satisfied
that he had done his best.
The fairer sex has never, as yet, wor-
ried Raymond very much ; but there is
one ill Darlington who wishes him all suc-
cess in life. His belief is that before and
after conquering life's work that the rest
will come easj .
I. ink is to you. Boseman. May your
joys he as big as tl ;ean and your sor-




LUKE SMITH BODKNIGHT, JR.
Batesburg, S. < '.
''Let me live by the side of the road and be
a friend to man."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private: Private; Private; Senior Private. Sec-
retarj and Treasurer Saluda County Club ; Seen
tary and Treasurer Twin City Club : Member
Wade Hampton Literary Society : Friendship
Council; Member A.S.C.E. ; Kifle Marksman R.O.
T.C.. Camp McClellan, Ala.
This young man who is commonly call-
ed "Boukday" by his fellow students, came
to Glemson from Batesburg in the fall of
'-'2 to prepare for a great agriculturist
;
hut he scum changed his course to Civil En
gineering. From all present indications.
"Boukday" will make a great success as a
Civil. He has made good in his classes
by his ability to stick to a thing until it
is finished. He is a man of good charac-
ter, with but few bad habits and with many
good (Hies.
Due to his pleasing disposition and
good character, "Boukday" has made many
friends during his sojourn at Clemson. He
has also won one little heart at <!. \V. ( '.
We all unite as in the hope that he
may have Godspeed in his climb to the
peak of success.
HORACE JULIAN BOWLES
< rreenw 1. S. < '.
"To be, do, for the fight has fust begun."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private: Corporal: Sergeant; First Lieutenant
Freshman Football, '-'- : Varsity Football, '23,
JJ. '->:.; A.I.E.E.; Member Block "C" Club;
Member Greenwood Count] club President ;
Track Team. '24; R.O.T.C, C: i McClellan,
Ala.
Julian first gained renown af Clemson
by his athletic ability, but this was only
an introductory paragraph to his volume
of life here. A titan of strength, he lias
learned t itrol such force and convert
it into useful, efficient work. He has the
admirable quality to stick to a thing and
carry it through, regardless of the circum-
stances or facts. His cheery niein is an
inspiration to his comrades. Work nevei
daunts him. and his willingness to perform
his duty to assist his friends in any un-
selfish endeavor makes him popular with
his smaller and less gifted friends. He is
the recipient of much rightly placed con-
fidence, and his square dealings with his
fellow students have placed him in exact-





"Make yourself an honest man and then
you nun be sure that there is One less
rascal in tin- world."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
Member Glee Club, '25, '26; Member College
Quartet, '25, '->> ; Member Baptist Choir; Member
Textile Society; Member Florence County Club,
'2:;: Member Laurens County Club; Vice-Presi-
dent Laurens County Club.
Fes, folks, here is "Kins Arthur '."
The lad with the sweet line ;m<l golden
voire that we love so well. [mmediately
upon his arrival here four years ago he
became endowed with the Clemson spirit,
.'iiul since thai time he has been a loyal
and devoted Tiger.
Arthur decided to take the "Bobbin-
dodging" course and expose himself to
helping handle the textile world. Not
only is Arthur a good student, bill a good
singer as well. lie has been one of the
mainstays on the Glee Club. The little
birds cease their singing and the little
owlets cease their hooting when Arthur
begins singing.
Arthur is the possesser id' a bright per-
sonality, having all the capabilities that
go to make a real gentleman and a true
friend.
Here's to you. Arthur. .May the best
he yours and may she help you to build a
castle of happiness in a sunny nook.
TEOFILO LEON BRADLEY
Columbia, S. C.
"Never act in the heat of emotion; let reason
answer first."
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant
Hut Football; Varsity Football, '24, '25; Member
Block "C" Club; Chemical Society; President
Chemical Society; Vice-President Richland
Countj (tun; Member Capital City Club; R.O.T.
('., Camp McClellan, Ala. ; Member Senior Danc-
ing Club.
"Prep," as he is known, hails from Col-
umbia, "The City Unlimited." As a
student Prep is not flashy, or exceedinglj
notorious, but hi' is a steady consistent
worker. lie is a fellow of whom we are
all proud and one who always comes out
on top. Prep has made for himself a
warm place in the hearts of both the
students and professors by his sterling
character and genial disposition. lli^
joking ways, his sarcastic manner, and
seeming indifference, is well underst I
li.\ all who know him and to know Prep is
to know Clemson.
It can he truly said that Prep is a sport,
an athlete, and a gentleman of the high-
est order. We are looking to you, Prep,
we know that von have the goods.
Twenty-Eight
<$@mm^mmm^^m®\®
/ J&^^^HHMPI^JB' jJT )r'*^. ill
HUGH ALEXANDER BROWN
Westminster, S. C.
"Better do than dream; better be than seem."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant
Member Columbian Literan Society, ii r Crit-
ic, Rei ling Secretary, Vice-President, Presi-
dent; Students Newspaper Correspondence Club;
Freshman Football, '.i; Member Agricultural
Societj ; Member Senior Dancing Club; R.O.T.C.,
Camp McClellan, Ala
Yes, this is Hugh, the man with such an
open countenance. He is a man of high
ideals and possesses a strong character.
Hugh also has a wonderful attraction for
tin' members of the fairer sex. among
whom he lias made many friends. He
lias a smile for everyone, and never fails
tci help the fellow who ralK upon him for
aid. Hush came to Clemson to make good,
and lie has certainly clone that. He was
among the six highest rating students in
the idass during his Freshman year;
and he has lived to that good record since
that time.
When we began our Junior
east his lot with the followers
We believe that he will make
professor and a leader id' men
leaves us we shall certainly
Hugh, we are looking to you to keep
up the good work that you have started,








Clems, ,u College, S. C.
"The stalwart onl) stalk the hill. ..The game-
fish only sunn upstream."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain. Edi-
tor-in-Chief. "The Tiger," '26; Athletic Editor,
'25 : Associate Athletic Editor. 'i\ ; Reporters
Club; Secretary and Treasurer Sophomore Danc-
ing Club; Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs;
Freshman Sophomore Honor Council; First
- _ .mis Club; Vice-President A.S.C.E. ; Presl
dent Occnee Countj Club; Calhoun Literary Soc-
iety; R.O.T.C., Camp Plattsburg, N. Y.
Dignity is an asset to those capable of
handling it in a manner that is fitting to
all occasions ; and even though "Baldhead"
is six feet five inches in height, he has never
lowered himself in passing under the
ways of life. Perhaps the
feature in this ladls^accomp
l 'lemson has been hi/uflirk in Jfljfe p
tion /oi our Weekly paper,. #fne 1 tger.
^fUl^-'is an excidkjtffj^oirnalist. and
Ms diligenceyand faithfulness, he has








"// hat a man holds behind his teeth hurls
neither himself nor anyone else."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private, Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
Vice President Orangeburg County Club; Mem-
ber A IKK.: Jail Birds Club; First Class Ma-
chine Gunner, R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
Clemson's stock run high in the fall of
'22 when the town of North paid her debt
to the State Institution. Hubert began
his college career by taking Chemistry,
hut finding it very lonesome, he changed
his course io Electricity.
To know Hubert is to be acquainted
with :i good fellow ami a true gentleman.
A his heart, a generous disposition, and an
eagerness to help his friends have won for
him a host of friends while at Clemson.
Il WOUld lake several to express the esteem
which we hold for Hubert. He is one of
our most popular members, and the Class
of '•_'<; would hi' i ii< iplete without him.
Byrd has never claimed to he a ladies'
man. hut his frei|uenl visit s to the P. < ).
show thai there is a certain young lady
who is anxious for June to come. So
here's wishing you success. Hubert, and
may you some day electrify a cozy cabin
for your own personal use.
JULIAN 1MNCKKY CALVERT
Jouesville. S. ('.
"One ship sails It est. one ship sails East,
By the selj same wind that blows,
It's the set of the sail, anil nut the gale,
That tells which way your ship goes."
MECHANICAL BNGIN BERING
Private; Private; Sergeant; Senior Private.
.Member A.S..M.K. ; Member Palmetto Literary
Society ; Member Union Counts Club; Corre-
spondence Club; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
.lust a few years ago Calvert was in-
duced, after much persuasion, to hoard
the "Tigertown Limited."
Julian set his heart to he a Steininetz :
and he found it easy to see the oscillatory,
vibratory, and rotary motion of the power-
ful molecules which so cheerfull.v pushed
the throh of the mighty motors at the
touch of his hand.
In his life's study, and its associated
student organizations, he has 1 u satisfi-
ed with nothing hut the highest and best.
We find Calvert making excellent marks
on his grades and excelling also in the
Palmetto Literary Society. His excellent
talent has meant much for this society.
Calvert has a sterling character and lias
in everj respect lent it to clean sports-
manships. We are proud Io claim this
loyal Tiger as our true friend and he has
won a place in our hearts that shall not he
forgotten.
We know that he will suit 1 in his






"Trust not thyself; But, thy faults to know,
.Make use of every friend and every foe."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
PRIVATE BAND
Assistant Business Manager "Taps"; Associate
Athletic Editor "The Tiger" ; Resigned Athletic
Editor, '26 ; Junior Class Historian ; Manager
Concert Orchestra, '26; Textile Society; Inter-
national Relations Club; Vice-President Junior
Dancing Club ; Senior Dancing Club ; President
Greenville Citj Club; Clean Sleeve Club; Ex-
change Editor "The Chronicle" ; Band two years.
To know Ern is to know that which, in
the code of all his friends and associates,
exemplifies a gentleman. Always courte-
ous, friendly, and refined, he has establish-
ed a reputation here as one who stands
for those things which all the world ad-
mires; but not alone on this trait does his
character depend. Ern is an earnest
student, with more than the usual intelli-
gence; a lover of all social life, gifted with
the graces necessary; a lover of physical
activities. with a well-developed body.
During his stay at Clemson, he has en-
tered whole-heartedly into all the various
forms of student activities. He has con-
tributed largely to all the various college
publications and has distinguished himself
with literary endeavors.
It will be needless to predict for Ern a
success in his future life, as all who know
him know his capacities.
RALPH HENRY CAIN
Sharon. S. ( '.
Honesty, hard work, mul lair play: these
shall be the rules and guide of m\ life
in all its phases.
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION'
Private; Corporal; Sergeant. President. Vice-
President, Secretary and Treasurer, and Chaplain,
Palmetto Literary Society; Declaimers Medal,
Palmetto '2."> ; York County Club; Masonic Fra-
ternity; Bible Class Teacher -~<, '26; Assistant
Sunday School Teacher '25.
Cain came to Clemson in the fall of '14
to begin his college career, but after a year
he was forced to discontinue his work on
account of several things. During the War
he served in the army, and from what we
know of him now. he made one of the
finest type "doughboys." This training
ing has helped "B. H.,
-
' for when he came
back to Clemson in '24 and took part in
the annual inspection by the War Depart-
ment, the inspecting officer acclaimed him
the "cleanest and neatest dressed man in
the regiment." We might attribute this
to Cain's better half, for he is a married
man, but we know him too well to think he
would need advice on such a matter.
In Cain is embodied those traits which
make a real man. and in his life there can be
found no exception to the fair play, hon-
esty, and hard work which he has chosen
for the riding lights of his life. There
can be nothing but success for such a man,
and we can only wish for him a life filled
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JAMES WITHROW CARSON
Spartanburg. S. ( '.
"Wow is the time."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private ; Private ; Private ; Senior Private. Drum
and Bugle Corps, '26; Member A.I.E.E. ; Mem-
ber AS.ME . '25; Executive Committee. '26;
Sophomore, Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs ;
Spartanburg Count) Club; Clean sleeve Club;
Palmetto Literary Society; R.O.T.C, Camp Mc-
Clellan, Ala.
In the fall of '22 the "City of Success"
gave in us one "Jimmie" Carson. Besides
making excellent grades during his four
years at Clemson, he has won the esteem
ami friendship of everyone with whom he
has come in contact. Jimmy is known for
his sincerity, honesty, sound judgement, and
gentlemanly manners. We arc sure that
these qualities will win for him a high
place aiming men. Jimmy's favorite past-
time is (lancing, and no II"p would have
been complete without Jimmy and his girl.
During his last year in Clemson, Jimmj
decided to join the ranks of the Bugle
Corps and Crom the early hours of the
morning until the late hours of night, one
could hear the melodious notes of his bugle
as it floated from Room 121.
Jimmy is considered by all who know
him as one of the ueatesl and must precise
buys at Clemson. Whether at work or at
play, these qualities are always foremost.
DAVID EARL CARTER
Clinton, S. C.
"Aim right, start right, and keep pegging
away."
TEXTILE E NCI N E ERING
Private; Private; Sergeant; Senior Private. Mem-
ber Textile Society; Laurens County Club ; Sec-
retary and Treasurer Laurens County Club .
Jail Bird Club; Clean Sleeve Club; R.O.T.C.
Camp McClellan. Ala.; Block "C" Club.
To konw David is to admire him. He
who counts this man his friend is iml I
fortunate, for no truer friend could be de-
sired. His calm, serene personality has
quite often I broken with well-said
words of wit. intelligence, and frankness.
These qualities have won for him man}
friends at Clemson.
David is at all limes an ardent supporter
ol college activities. After playing base-
ball with the senilis for two years, the
third year he attained his goal, a block
'•( '."
In his studies he is an earnest worker
and always willing to do his part. Willi
his determination and desire to succeed,
we predict for him a great success in the
work he pursues.
Here's to you, David, maj you have the





''Better to be small and shine than great
and cast a shadow."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Business Manager "The Tiger," '!!•"> : Associate
Editor "The Tiger." '2."i ; International Relations
Club; Capitol city Club ; Richland Counts Club;
Secretarj ;m<l Treasurer Richland County Club;
Sophomore, .lunior and Senior Dancing Clubs :
Delegate S.C. Press Association; President A
S.C.E. ; Newspaper Correspondence Club; .Mem-
ber Glee Club; R.O.T.C, riattsl.org Barracks,
N. Y. ; "Big Chief" Red Heads Club.
Hero. Gentle Reader, we present "Red"
Caughman, the man of many sides, of
many honors, and of many love affairs.
Right well has Rod upheld the honor of
a family rich in the Clemson tradition.
His brainy head and engineering skill, as
demonstrated in the classrooms of Clemson
ami the Highway Department of South
Carolina, assure his professional success.
His financial wizardry, as demonstrated in
the handling of the business of the "Tiger"
has kept him broke a smaller portion of the
time than is the average Clemson boy. His
grace as a follower of Terpischore has won
him fame in the ball-r n. And girls
from the icy. crystal waters of Lake Cham-
plain to the muddy Seneca have raved
about Ids hair and beautiful eyes.
Some of the above. Kind Reader, is true;
some is most unmitigated misstatement.
But Red is Red, and Clemson proudly
claims him as her own.
WILLIAM EXXIS CHAPMAN
Denver, S. C.
"He who speaks ill of the mare it ill have
to buy her."
ARCHITECTURE
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. Mem-
ber Architecture Society ; Anderson County
Club, Vice-President and President Dramatic
Club ; Clean Sleeve Club ; Member Beaux Arts
Institute of Design; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan,
Ala.
"Big Bill," as we all know him. needs no
introduction to us or to the ladies of And-
erson College. He came to us from Den-
ser, not in Colorado, but South Carolina,
to study architecture. It seems as if Bill
is making a place for himself, not only in
Clemson Architecture, but of the world.
He has already won a prize with one of
his drawings, competing with about six
hundred architects of high repute. Keep
it up. old boy. we are all behind you. Bill
with all his talents is a likeable chap;
honest and respected by all who know him.






"It is in general more profitable to reckon
up our defects than to boast of our at-
tainments."
GENERAL SCIENCE
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; First Lieu-
tenant President Pickens County Club; Member
First Sergeants' Club; Columbian Literary Soc-
iety ; Member Sophomore. Junior, and Senior
Dancing Clubs; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan. Ala.
In the fall of '21 Charlie came to Clem-
son from the prep school whore he had been
holding his own as ranking cadet officer
in the military department, and here has
prepared himself to conquer now worlds
through his military ability. Since com-
ing to Clemson, Charlie's fame grew and
he soon acquired the name of being the
mosl military man in the regiment. After
three years he had to drop out of college,
and when he returned all of his old class-
mates had left. This intermission was
very unfortunate, for if he had gone on in
his Class there is little doubt but thai he
should have attained the highest ranking
military office among the cadets.
We are proud to have known him for he
is a typical gentleman, and in addition is a
man who possesses great personal qualities
for friendship. Here's hoping that the
future will hold nothing but success for
you. ( '. X.. for you have our heartiest




"Deep in the. heart of every man there lurks
a beast; and foolish is the woman who
arouses it."
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Private: Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain
Richland Count; Club; Member Agricultural
Society ; Member Sophomore, Junior, and Senior
Dancing Clubs; Member Jail Birds' Club; Mem-
ber First Sergeants' Club. '24; R.O.T.C. Camp
McClellan, Ala.
Henry Coleman, rare combination of
energy, wit, business ability, and "affairs
de colir," may be briefly characterized in
the following terms: scholar, gentleman,
good fellow, and a true friend.
Henry possesses the rare quality of be-
ing perfectly at home wherever lie may be.
and. like the proverbial Pullman porter, he
has a girl in every town.
Here's to you. Henry. We wish you all
the success in the world. Impress the
world as you have impressed us and you






"Scorn not the man who is down today, for
he may be up tomorrow."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. Mem-
ber Senior Dancing Club ; Member Electric City
Club ; Member A.I.E.E. ; Member .lail Birds'
Club; Member Clean Sleeve Club; Member And
erson County Club; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan,
Ala.
Yes, this is "Squirrel," and an honorary
member of "Specks" Smith's wind-jammers.
He blew into ('leinson four years ago from
the Electric City for the purpose of be-
coming saturated with the knowledge of
electricity, and since that time has been a
permanent chaser of the electron. "Squir-
rel" is a most loyal Tiger. He has not
flourished as a military genius nor as an
athlete, but he is never missing when the
Tigers go into action. Sincerity, good
will, and cheerfulness are the things that
characterize this lad. This boy is always
willing to lend a helping hand to those who
need it and his many friends wish him a
life of success in this world of trials and
temptations.
HERBERT ALVIN <"<>X
St. Matthews. S. C.
"Be yourself."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. Mem
ber A.I.E.E.; Member Clean Sleeve Club; Mem
ber Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Dancing
Clubs: Orangeburg County Club; R.O.T.C, Camp
McClellan, Ala.
Alvin, better known as "Puss," came to
us from the very heart of the Gamecock's
roost, but under the prevalence of the
soph's In ms and the Tiger spirit, which
dominates all the Piedmont region, he soon
became a true Tiger. I'uss numbers
his friends by his acquaintances. His
friendship not only includes all of the
people of the campus, but extends to all
the neighboring towns. He seldom fails to
visit Anderson on the week-ends, and has
not failed to impress the fairer sex of the
Electric City. There is also a more seri-
ous side to "Puss" than girls and dancing
at which he is an expert, namely, his work.
He is an aspiring Electrical Engineer, and











Member Oconee < ' n i n t \ club; Columbian Liter-
ary Society; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.;
Fourth Corps Area National Rifle Team at Camp
Perry, Ohio
The prime constituent of McGarvey's
nature is the ability to concentrate and
analyze. He absorbs the intricate devi-
ousness of electricity with ease where other
hard-working students are baffled. Humor,
sageness, and pleasure are the leading in-
struments in his life symphony that is de-
void (if discords. He accepts the mosl
appealing parts of life and rejects the rest
without a tremor of hesitation. His gen-
ius is inventive, and si Id lead him to
realms of renown and to the foremost
ranks of those who have contributed to
man's comfort on this terrestrial hall.
JOHN ENOCH (TDD
Jonesville, S. C.
"01 all the heavenly gifts that mortal men
command, II hat trusty treasure in the
world can countervail a friend.'"
ARCHITECTURE
Private : Corporal ; First Sergeant ; First Lieu-
tenant. Art Editor "Taps," '26; President Union
County Club; Vice-President, Secretary and
Treasurer Architectural Society, '24; President
Architectural Society, '26; Member Sophomore,
Junior, and Senior Dancing Clubs; Member
Beaux Arts Institute of Design; R.O.T.C. , Camp
McClellan, Ala.
[n the fall of '22, Unuck" came to Clem-
son to prepare himself to make a living for
two. During his first week at Glemson he
drew so many old hoys around his room
with brooms that he decided to cast his lot
with the "drawers." After four years of
training, Unuck can draw anything from
flies to th st stately of mansions.
We. the Class of '•_»(!. wish you the best in
life. Your ability as a worker and as a
peacemaker will cany you far on your
road to success.
I lore's to you. Enoch, you hav<







"/wen man is like the company he is wont
in keep."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATIOK
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. Junior
Critic Calhoun Literary Society : Lexington
CoUntj i lull : Agricultural Society; Friendship
Class Leader; Junior and Senior




i >u1 of the
"Inspiral ion"
little town .if Swansea came
for the class of '26. Newt,
as he is known by his friends and college
mates, lias been throughout liis college
career an earnest and faithful worker, and
stands high in the scholastic world. New!
lias made many friends at the various
female colleges over the state as well as
at Clemson.
Sn eager was he to secure the fundamen-
tal principles of wisdom that no time was
lost either in his room or in his classrooms.
With his winning smiles and unique ex-
pressions he left the Education Section full
of pop and laughter as they travelled to
and from Seneca on the "Tsukiyama Spe-
cial.'' A man's college career without a
doubt has been a success when he has prov-
ed himself a friend, a scholar, and a gen-
tleman.
Here's to you, Newt
;
peace, success, ami
happiness. The class of '26 will always
cherish your memory.
JAMES McDOW DAHLY
Sandy Springs, S. C.
"Be iti-.r with speed; A fool at forty is a
fool indeed."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private : Private ; Private ; .Second Lieutenant.
Anderson County Club; Textile Society; Mere
In Junior and Senior Dancing Chilis; R.O.T.C,
Camp McCli llan, Ala.
Tn his many friends he is affecti itelj
known as Jim. This young man who hails
from the metropolis called Sandy Springs,
has for the past tour years been winning
the admiration and friendship of his fellow
classmates.
.Mm is the type of man that makes
friends. Although he has never suffered
from nervous prostration due to overstudy,
lie has put forth his untiring efforts to-
ward his objective—a diploma—and right
well lias he succeeded. Jim has one
weakness, and that is for Anderson and
"Her." Anyway, each week-end finds
Jim in the nearby city, ami the balmy
atmosphere around this city seems to have
a soothing effect upon his heart trouble.
His pleasing personality has won for him
a host of friends who desire him to succeed






"No man hns done his duly until he has
done his best."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; First Lieutenant
Member A.I.E.E.; President Sumter County Club.
I'll; Secretars and Treasurer Sumter County
Club, '24; R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
(lirls beware! "S y" is not so inno-
cent as Iip looks. This lad lias two hob-
bies: one is girls and the other is electri-
city. He came to Clemson in '22 from
the Gamecock City to study Electricity.
but in his f years he has learned al-
most as much about the power of the other
sex as he has about electricity. Sonny,
since becoming one of "Crip's" disciples.
has learned a greal deal about electricity
—
be can screw a light bulb into a socket
every time.
James is a very ambitious student. His
ideals have been of the very highest. He
is a gentleman at all times. We predict
for him a very successful future. May be
some day achieve his ambitions, and may
all of his trouble be small ones.
CHARLIE BROWN' DAY
Trenton. S. C.
"Wisdom is knowing what to do next, skill
is knowing how to do it, and virtue is
doing it."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING'
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; First Lieu-
tenant. Corresponding Secretary, Senior Critic.
President. Columbian Literary Society; News-
paper Correspondence Club; Member Senior
Dancing Club; President Edgefield McConnick
County Club; Member A.I.E.E. ; Rifle Team/25;
International Relations Club; First Sergeants
Club; Howitzer and Pistol Marksman. R.O.T.C,
Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Midnight," as we know him. came to
us in the fall of '22, from Trenton. He
left home to light up the world and he has
proved his ability by mastering electricity.
Charlie has shown himself a true friend
to till who know him. He is not o >f
these loud and boisterous fellows, but on
the contrary one who moves onward by bis
ever diligent work. His work in athletics
has not been spectacular, but steady.
Charlie's one great weakness is tin'
fairer sex ; whether be gets results or not
we (I t know, but something causes him
to be absent from college every week-end.
"Military" is Day's middle name. Not
only has he been a leader in this branch in
bis college career, but as a soldier he can
be counted on always to do his duty. The
('lass ot °l!(i wishes to him great success in
his future undertakings, and that he will





WILLIAM J< >SEPH DOUGLASS
Podunk, U. S. A.
"I .square deal for ever} man."
AGRONOMY
Private; Private; Sergeant; Lieutenant.-Colonel.
Agricultural Society ; Vice President Ommatidae
Societj : it O.T.C., Camp McCIellan, Ala.
"Doug" began his career with the class
of '25; but letting hi-, conscience be his
guide In' left us for a j ear. In '-' I he re
turned t" us, hoping to make Clemson "The
West Point on the Se -a."
Douglass, after a careful consideration,
has cast his lot with the Military Depart-
ment. Although tin' Army is his chief
objective, he does excellenl work in all of
his classes. He always leaves his mark
of good workmanship behind him. What-
ever it 1 1 1 : i \ lie. when lit- has something to
do, he is about it. Vet hi' takes time mil
to remember the fairer sex at Winthrop.
Doug, we hate in see you leave Clemson,
ami tin' sophomores will certainly miss you
next year. Vet as you go away, the eyes
of Clemson will lie watching you for your
success on your life work.
By continuing to he square, Long, yon
cannot help hut rise.
WILLIAM ROBERT ELLIOT. Jr.
Winnsboro, S. C.




Private; Corporal; Battalion Sergeant Major;
Pirsl Lieutenant. Freshman Football ; Cress
Country Team; Assistant Manager Football;
President Textile Society; Treasurer Calhoun Lit-
erarj Society; Secretarj and Treasurer Junior
class; Athletic Editor, "Tin' Chronicle"; Busi-
iii ss Manager, '_'• . President Fairfield Countj
Chili; Senior Dancing Club; Jail Birds Club;
International Relations Club; R.O.T.C, Camp
Plattsburg, N. Y.
Winnsboro, a stronghold of Clemson
loyalty, is known by the class of '20 its the
thriving town from which Bill Elliot C!
to Clemson. Bill is one of those quiet
boys who do not blantantly force them-
selves upon ones attention, or other activi-
ties, hut who diligently do their part, be
il in the class-room, athletics, or what not.
meanwhile making a host of friends. He
ha^ been an all-round college man. He
was a faithful worker on the track and a
tireless supporter of all branches of
athletics. lie has rendered invaluable
service also as ,\ contributor to the several
publications of school. Bill's unflinching
loyalty to high principles has made him a
leader.
The Class of '20 will long cherish the





Little .Mountain. S. C.
"7/ you want to, you can."
AGRONOMY
Private; Private; Private; First Lieutenant. As;
riciiltnr.il Societj ; Ommatidae Society; Member
Newberry County Club; Member Friendship
Council; Bible Class Leader, '25; Rifle Marks
man. R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
Epting w.-is first a member of the class
which welcomed us so warmly when we
were rats. The class of ''_'<> is very for-
tunate in having him join them. He was
not very widely known when he appeared
in Tigertown for his second scholastic
Campaign. Since then, however, he has
won many true friends with his pleasing
personality.
In barracks Claude's favorite pass-tune
is delving into hooks on the subject of
agriculture. In his classes he works hard
anil consistently and is anion;; the best men
in his section. lie is a follower of Lord
(Collins. Ph.D.) and is determined to show
the people of his community what he
the
|
pie of his community what he can
do. "Ep" is majoring in Agronomy, hut he
has ;i little sideline at Anderson that may
capture him. He has a .ureal resist ing
power, hut a smile from his little girl may
cause him to lay aside his stern voice and
go "dear" hunting.
Here's the lies! of luck to you. Epting,
in whatever you ma.\ wish In undertake.
DAVID RAMSEY ERGLE
Augusta, Georgia.
"Let hint not belong to another who nia\
be his own."
CHEMISTRY
Private; Sergeant; Captain. Member Chemistrj
Science Chili: Member Concert Orchestra; Mini
ber "Jungaleers" Orchestra, Manager, -t : Presi
dont B.Y.P.U.; Recording Secretary Y.M.C.A ;
> Mia Cabinet Member; Member Glee Club;
Manager Glee Club, '->'< : Correspondence Club;
R.O.T.C, (anii. McClellan, Ala.
"I'is true that Ramsey had to iml clods
in his shoes to feel at home, hut how could
we expect better when we consider the fact
that he came from the "Cracker State."
He decided t" "east his die" with the
"test tube washers." and since then he
has been trying to find the unknown.
Xof only does Ramsey excel in his class
work, hut he has also achieved much in
the musical realms of Tigertown. He
"Mowed" his way through the military de-
partment, ending as Hand Captain. Be-
sides this he has heen a mainstay in both
the Concert Orchestra and with the
"Jungaleers." Ramsey not onlj spent his
time tooting, for he was also one of our
second "baseman" of the Glee Club.
Ramsey is a cadet, a true Tiger, a real
friend, and a gentleman.
Remember, old boy, we are looking at
you and are expecting nothing hut the





"I) you don't say 11 good word for your
fellou man, do not speak at all"
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private: Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
Member Beaufort Count; Club; Member A.I.E.E.,
'25
: Member A.S.M E
From Beaufort in the heart of the al-
most tropica] lowlands, fair-haired "Jim"
journeyed to Clemson in the late summer
of 1922, thoroughlj determined to master
the elusive subjecl of Mechanical En-
gii t'iiiK-
This youth is a good student. He pur-
sues his work with vigor and takes pride
in solving difficult problems. It is sel-
dom thai we find such a i ibination of
good qualities as Jim possesses, molded in
the personality of one individual. He is
a sincere friend, a lover of work and fun,
a practical idealist, a respecter of himsell
and others, a good mixer, and a likeable
chap.
Possessing, as he does, so manj rare
good qualities, we predict for Jim a bright
and sunnj future. May you always be
the same ole Jim, ever sparkling on the
road to sin SS.
Luck to you, Jim, a true friend, a loyal
Tiger, and a devoted pal.
PAUL Iliasux EZELL
Cross Anchor, S. < '.
"Work </v though you were going to live
forever; live us though you were going
to die tomorrou ."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
il Student
Ezell came to Clemson in the fail of '21
from the "city" of Cross Anchor, and here
In- the pasi feu- years he has 1 n busy
acquiring that elusive thing called higher
learning. Due to unforeseen circums-
tances, however, I'. I'.. was forced to drop
"in .if the running for awhile and is. cou-
sequently, finishing with the Class of '26.
During the war P. B. served his i i
tr\ over-seas; now he is going to serve
at home In teaching. Surely l here is no
finer task a man can turn his hand to
than the training of the youth of the
world, and it is in this great calling that
Ezell has enlisted.
Here's lurk to you. E/.ell; 1 1 1 ; i \ life give
you all that you so richly deserve in re-





"lie who steals my purse steals trash; But
lie who steals my pipe steals my very heart."
ENTOMOLOGY
Private; Private; Sergeant; Captain. President
Senior Class; Vice-President Junior Class: Man
ager Football, '25; Assistant Manager, '24; Ath-
letic- Editor Taps: Chairman "Tiger" Council;
R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Rill" is consistently a hard worker
for the things he believes to be worth
while. Thai is why the class of '26 made
him president on its lust important lap of
college.
Soon alter he entered ('lenison. "Bud
helped to organize a bachelor's club. Did
he remain in it? Not by a long shot, as
the postmaster will tell you.
Bud, as you mush through the icy fields
of the trackless Arctic, hold still a warm
place in your hearl for I he old class of '•_•(>.
win; ii after four \:ars of isscciation with
you, has grown to know and admire you.
JOEL ALEXANDER FEWELL
Bock Hill. S. C.
"Never let pleasure interfere with work, but
let your conscience be your guide."
TEXTILE IXDCSTKIAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant
Rat Football; Varsity Football. '25-'26; Block
•("• Club; Secretary Block "C" club: Member
Textile Society; President Rock Hill Club; Mem
ber York County Club; Member Junior and Sen-
ior Dancing Clubs ; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan,
Ala.
".Tack." for thus he is known
one, has by his manliness won
miration and respect of all his <
This lad hails from Rock Hill
:
Hill's loss was Clemson's gain.
dowed with an attractive personality,
he has the ability to think and act
himself.
-lack has taken part in man] of the
lege activities, but his performances
the gridiron have been the means of earn-
ing for him the plaudits of all true Tigers.
If he tackles the obstacles in his way to
success as the tackled his opponents on the
football field, he is sure t ninl to the
lop in his chosen profession. lie is de
termined to becoi ne of the bright and
shining lights of the Textile world, and he
carries with him the best wishes of his














"Work without hope draus nectar in a sieve,
And hope without an object cannot live."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Color-Sergeant; Colonel.
Football, '23, '24, '25; Football Captain, '25;
Track Team; Member Clemson R.O.T.C. Track
Team, Camp McClellan, Ala.; President Florenci
County Club; First Class Machine Gunner, R.O
T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
S i after "Fink," as the big-hearted
lad is affectionately known, came to Clem-
son he won our love and respeel with his
individuality sincerity ind fineness of
purpose. From the beginning of his prep-
school days ami on through college he has
been recognized as a hoy with greal deter
ruination, and as one who has always
stood up for what he thought best.
Fink has won love and respeel in all de-
partments, and ••Clip" can truly boast that
lie is one man who is worthy to serve as a
model for all others, as the class of '06 is
lo US.
Besides being a good student, Fink is a
star in track and in football. He is un-
daunted b.\ superior opposition and as
captain id' the football team, bis indomit-
able courage and inspiring personality
were assets of great value.
The Class of '26 wishes you the greatest
success which can be won in this world.
JOHN MELMOTH FLEMING
Lanford, S. C.
"Live in/// life as you see best. Pity the
game, Fate will do the rest."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private; .Senior Private
Freshman Football, '22; Varsity Football. "2:5.
'24, '25; Member Senior Dancing club; Member
Clean Sleeve Club; Member Entomology Society;
Member Agricultural Societj ; Member Palmetto
Literary Societj : R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
Imagine a room in barracks—ten or
twehc men gathered in one of the famous
'"sessions"- conversation flowing freely
—
ami you have "Mammoth's" paradise.
lie has done his stuff for four years on
the gridiron, playing the guard position
like a veteran.
He lias made scores of friends who swear
by him, and fortunate indeed is the man
who can call him friend, for here he has
one who will stick by him through thick
and thin and never reckon the consequ-
ences What other qualifications i ds







While Stone, S. ('.
'Be not iti.se in thine <>itn eyes; Fear the
I. in il, mid depart from evil."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant.
Y.M.C.A. Cabinet, '2i> ; Recording Secretary, Cor-
responding Secretary, and President Palmetto
Literary Societj : President Spartanburg Countj
Friendship Council ;
il, '26 ; Agricultural
Club; Bible Class Leadei
President Friendship Cou
Society.
'J'n meet him is in
him is to love him.
thai is big ami true.
never wear off, and is
boys and the ladies.
an earnest scholar, a
ponenl of the higher
the possessor of a winnin
Rem, realizing thai then
like him . . to know
"Rem" has a heart
a smile that would
a friend to both the
He is a gentleman,
true friend, an ex-
things of life. and.
personality.
was great need
for educated men in South Carolina, de-
cided to follow the worthy example of his
older hrother. In the fall id' '22 he in-
trusted his potentially great intellect to
the '"Wise Heads" of C. A. ('., in the hope
that they would Id it into a resourceful
thinking anatomy. It can he readily seen
now thai the profs have been very sue
cessful.
Kern has taken an active part in the
literary societies. I he V. M. < '. A., and re-
ligious work in general throughout his col-
lege career. lie is noted for his humour-
ous and witty sayings, his friendly dispo-
sition, and his cheerful smile, all of which
have made for him a host of true fri Is.
HARRIS EAREE GAFFNEY
Gaffney, S. ('.
"Life is a shall iln\ : hut it is a working day."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; first Lieutenant.
President Concert Orchestra two terms ; Business
Manager It, mil: Senior Literary Editor of "The
Chronicle"; Operator College Broadcasting sta
-
tion three years; Member Y.M.C.A. Cabinet;
Member Cadet Band four years; Expert Ma-
chine Gunner, R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
This versatile lad hails from the town
that bears his name. Since joining the
Tiger ('Ian. Gaffney has shown that he is
a hard worker, a sincere friend, and a real
Tiger.
Harris, or "Doc," as we affectionally
know him. joined the "electron seekers"
and his interest in electricity can he shown
I'.n his efii, ieni service in helping to esta-
blish a broadcasting station at Clemson.
As literary editor of "The Chronicle."
Doc deserves much credit. Largely
through his efforts "The Chronicle" has
been placed among the best of college pub-
lications. As one of the premier mem-
bers of the cadet hand and concert orches-
tra, he has helped promote better music ; it
( 'lelnsoli.
We fear not for Doc, for we realize that
a man id' his ability, determination, and





Seneca, S. < '.
"Be true, for there are those who trust you:
Be pure, tor there ore those who care;
Be strong, tor there is much to sutler:
Be brave, for there is much to dine."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private. Member Band; Mem-
ber Glee Club; Friendship Council; Member Jun-
ior and Senior Dancing Clubs; Vice-President
Oconee Count] Club; Treasurer Agricultural
Societj ; President and Recording Secretary Col-
umbian Literarj Society.
Charley came to Tigertown in the fall
of '23, and due to his superior intellectual
ability, he will be ready to depart from the
Tiger Lair with the Class of '26.
As a student Charley studies hard and
makes good grades; as a friend he is al-
ways williiif; to lend a helping hand and
is hived by all who know him : as a musi-
cian he is of tlic very best and the Clemson
hand will deeply regret his leaving : as a
gentleman he is second to none.
He is strictly a ladies' man. His one
great failing is girls; but his wonderful
"shiekish line," especially when on Glee
Club trips, lias made his failing a ureal
success. .Many of the fair damsels from
the surrounding colleges have imagined
that they reign supreme in Charley's heart.
Genial, good-natured, always with a
smile for every one, he is just the ty] £
man to succeed in whatever he undertakes.
Charley, we wish you much success in
life, the highest school of learning.
jSORMAN ASA GARRISON
Sandy Springs, S. C.
"/'(/ rather have the lore of u true girl. Than
nil the riches ot the world."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain
Square and Compass Club; A.I.E.E.; Anderson
County ('lull : Sophomore, Junior ami Senior
Dancing Clubs; First Sergeants Club; R.O.T.C.,
Camp McClellan, Ala.
It is inconceivable just how many friends
this loyal Tiger possesses. They can easi-
ly hi' accounted for. however, by his charm-
ing personalitj ami real true friendship.
Xorman is the type of gentleman that we
just like and respect.
Promptness, neatness, perseverance, and
natural ability which havi incidentally,
warranted his military achievements, are
his dominant characteristics. We can
only predict that these qualities will also
help him in winning the hand of one worthy
of him.
Norman's ability and determination will
win for him a place in the Electrical world
paralleled only by those of greal fame.
We can only hope that the leaders of this
profession will recognize his sterling quali-







"Some for the Glories of this World: and
some Sigh jor the Prophets Paradise to
come; Ih. take the Cash, ami let the
Credit go, ..."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Se< d Lieutenant
Editor-in-Chief "Taps," '26 ; President Junior
Di ing Club; Secretary Textile Society; Secre-
tary Oconee County club; Business Manager
Cadet Band; Member Band four years: Associ
ate Editor the "Tiger." '21; Secretary and Treas
urer International Relations Club; Vice-Presi-
dent Southern International Relations Society :
Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Dancing Clubs;
Member Jail Birds Club; R.O.T.C, Camp Mc
Clellan, Ala.
Reserve and dignity characterize every
step that "Gee" lias made al Clemson.
Versed in all the wiles of social life, abun
dantly supplied with libera] knowledge, and
Kilted with a mind thai has never found a
problem too profound to solve, he has filled
countless positions of responsibility and
capability, Never overbearing <>r pre
sumptiye, but always calm and impressive.
Gee rightly suggests tremendous reserve
power of personality and ability. His
talents are wide-spread, but his greatest
achievements here have I in scholastic
life, and in a managerial capacity anions
student organizations. He has piloted this
1926 "Taps" to a grand finish, and he has
successfully guided our best social func-
tions for well-deserved success.
FREDERIC SWAIN GILMER
Anderson, S. C.
"The universe is change; our lije is what
our thoughts make it''
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private ; Second Lieutenant
Member Sophomore, Junior and Senior Dancing
chilis; Vice-President Electric City Chili; Mem-
ber Anderson County Club; Member B.M.I. Club;
Vice-President .tail Birds Club; R.O.T.C. Camp
McClellan, Ala
The best study of mankind is man.
Here is a real study of mankind in the per-
son of Frederic Swain Gilmer. An ounce
of wit and a single smile are worth a
pound of sorrow, and in Fred may he seen
a daily practice of this old proverb. Ever
lighthearted, ever hopeful, having always
an irresistible smile for everyone, he con-
tinually chases gloom.
Possessed of inherent grace and case of
manner, Fred is at ease with whatever
class of society he may he thrown, whether
it he in the ball-room or in the cabin.
Perhaps one of his best attainments is his
power to divine human character; and his
opinions, formed not hastily, are to be
treated with utmost respect for their un-
erring accuracy and truth. Strong of
initiative, of him may well be said: lie
dares to do, for he who dares imi is lost.
If natural ability, together with the
better qualities which go to make a real
man. be an.\ asure of success. Fred shall




"Trust everybody, but always cut the cards!"
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
Senior Tiger Council; Soph ore Honor Council;
A.I.E.E.; Vice-President Greei City Club: Green-
ville County Club; Marksman R.O.T.C, Camp
McClellan, Ala.
When "Judge" was a freshman I de-
cided i" take Electrical, some Sophomore
gave him a big Mirk In clear the light of
protons. .fudge suspected a joke some-
where, ami used a pair of rubber gloves in-
stead—afterwards adding an "e" to hi--
last name.
George is a good student, ami (if lie
doesn't rush I'm the Klondike) will make
^ 1 in bis chosen field of Electricity.
FRANK BURRIS HALL
Iva. S. C.
"Friends keep tin' pathway of life lighted."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. An-
derson Count] Club; A.S.M.E. ; Senior Dancing
Club; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
Yes, here he is. the fellow that all Iva
has watched fur the last four years with
pride.
Frank came to Clemson with two strong
determinations: i" get his diploma, ami to
put Iva im the map. He has fulfilled
hi^ first wish and nothing but time can
keep him from carrying out his second.
Fur three years Frank has been busy
working problems in electrictly about
magnetism and resistances. For the last
year he lias been busj with a problem
about magnetism and resistanct—but of
a different nature. It is whispered that
this problem refers to a certain young
ladj at Winthrop whose magnetism be
thinks will help him put away all resist-
ance he meets in after life.
Iva. we are returning to you a man.
graduated in .Mechanical Engineering, in
return for a hoy that you sent to us four
years ago. His success we assure you.
Furl n-Scven«i»iiW«»
©®i»^^a«Sii^ o
JOHN KEITT HANB, Jr.
Fort Motte, S. C.
"God and the world loves a fighter—not the
hind that will bravely lie down and die.
Hut the Kind that fight like hell to live."
HORTICULTURE
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
Freshman Football, "11: Scrub Football, '23
;
Varsity Football, '-4. "i:> ; Member Horticultural
Societj : Membei Calhoun County Club; R.O.T.
('.. Camp McClellan, Ala.; Marksman '.'.' mm Run
and Howitzer.
Physically, a man ; morally, a gentle-
man : at heart, a true Tiger. "Kit" came
to us -is a distinguished member of the
population of Fort Motte in the fall of '22
with the aspiration to become the leading
horticulturist with Clemson. After he
had become acquainted with Clemson and
was properly imbued with the Tiger spirit,
he decided to join the ranks of those who
uphold the Purple and Gold on the gridiron.
Since he made this decision. Kit has in-
haled the Hurricanes, torn the Blue
Hoisery. plucked Gamecock feathers, and
pulled Bulldog tails. In the field of this
activity, he has always fought like a real
Tiger.
This lad is an ardent, admirer of the fair
ones and we predict that in the near future
some sweet girl will also be a lucky one.
Kit. a boy with a keen intellect, a striking
personality, and a strong character, is the
sure bet to add to his name the glory that
a successful Clemson man is sure to gain.
WHITFIELD WATSON HANK
St. Matthews. S. C.
"Friendship above all ties does bind the heart
;
ind in friendship is the noblest part."
HORTICULTURE
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
Calhoun Literary Society; Secretary Agricultural
Society ; Vice-President Horticultural Society
;
Secretary and Treasurer Entomology Club; R.O
T.C., Camp McClellan. Ala.
Behold ! A man. and every inch of him
is just that. Since coming to Clemson.
Whit has proved to us that because of his
ability, he is just as much at ease in the
classroom, on the dance floor, on the cam-
pus, or anywhere else he might be thrown,
as he would be in his own home.
Seldom do we find a man with such a
blending of these characteristics. EN
personality is a wonderful combination of
the factors mentioned before, and this
alone has endeared Whit in the hearts of
us all.
In Whit we expect to see the develop-
ment of a second Burbank. With years
of experience ami a Clems liploma as
his backing, nothing short id' death itself
can hinder his accomplishments in the hor-
ticultural field.





; «ufedLK x» '
OTTIS MILES HARRELSON
Loris, S. ('.
"7 shall not predict my failures in life b)
remaining idle, but will strive to make m\
success in life proportional to the talents
which (-fill hits given me."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. Mem
bei A.I.E.E. ; President Horrj Counts Club; R.O.
T.C., ('amp McClellan, Ala
In the good old year of 1922, ••Harry"
left his 1 in "The [ndependenl Repub-
lic of Horry" and began his journey to
Tigertown. During his stay in Clemson,
he has been a consistent and enthusiastic
supporter of all Clemson trams. Ottis
makes friends readily, and "once a friend,
always a friend." He not only is popular
at Clemson, but he is also greatly loved
and admired over at Lander and at
<;. vv. c
We feel sure that he will prove to be
tin' Edison of Horry County, and we pre-
dict I'm- him a successful future. The
very fad that he was elected president of
his county club without a dissenting rote
proves the esteem and love with which he
is regarded by his fellow -indents.
CHARLES ELRT HAWKINS
Starr. S. ( '.
/ woman's <<>iutscl brought us first /<> »<><'.
And made her man his paradise forego."
CHEMISTRY
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant
President Sophomore (lass ; Wake Forest Col-
lege 1924; Freshman and Junior Eonor Councils;
Advertising Manager Taps. '2ti ; Chemistry
Science Club; Anderson County Club; .Tail Birds
Club; Manager Clemson Activities, K.O.T.C.,
Camp McClellan. Ala
Here, folks, is none oilier than H. Lloyd
Hawkins, and never shall we see his like
again. Harold joined us in the fall of
'22 and with the exception of a few weeks
vacation, taken at the instance of the
Discipline Committee, has followed us
straight through. Harold always thought
for himself, acted accordingly, and reckon-
ed not the consequences. A glance at the
above list of offices he has held will show
what his fellow students think of him.
He knows the valence of the several
elements, and when he makes his how to
the field of Chemistry, we predict some
great advances in that, science. Go to it.






Sandy Springs, S. C.
"// sleep be music, play on."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal : Sergeant ; Senior Private. Cap-
tain and Manager Tennis Team. '2ii: Anderson
County Club; Member A.IKK. ; Member Senior
Dancing Club; Member Clean Sleeve Club;
R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala
To the college, as well as to his class.
Walt, thoroughoul liis entire course, litis
always shown himself to be a loyal in-
dispensable asset. He bas consistently
displayed real ability as a student. He
is ti friend to everyone, .and to number his
is to number till those with whom be has
come in contact.
In the classroom. Walt proves that he
is one of the most brilliant members of his
class. He is one of Hie \'vw students who
have never made an unsatisfactory grade,
.and this is an achievement of which he
has reason to he proud.
With his pleasing personality, versatility
and determination, the Class of '26 can




"Not on tin' heights, but climbing."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant
President Lexington County Club; Member Tex
Society ; R.O.T.C, Plattsburg Barrackstile
\ 1
Step up, ladies, and take a look at the
original shiek of Lexington. No, he was
not th who fought the battle of
Lexington because he has been too busy
"Shooting" his professors and that's not
till he shoots either. It is rumored that
he has a wicked line, and he knows where
to shoot thai and also how.
"Snake" attended camp at Plattsburg
and it fin -ed that he mad.' several trips
across the border into Canada. We like
to wonder—
?
Snake is a prince of a fellow and we
are going to miss him. but our loss will be
a gain to somt else. We wish you the






"I'd rather have the love oj a true girl
Than all the riches oj the uorld"
ENTOMOLOGY
Private; Private: Private; Senior Private. Com-
pany Football, '22: class Football, '2:',; Scrub
Football, '24; Pistol Expert R.O.T.C, Camp Mc-
Clellan, Ala.
Henery became tired of "watching Seda-
lia grow," so he came to Clemson in search
of knowledge. Sedalia is not through
growing, but judging from his flow of ses-
quipedalian words, the search is over.
"Big Head." as he is commonly known,
is a loyal Tiger, a true friend, and a gen-
tleman. He is a very efficient scholar,
and is an ardent supporter of student
activities.
Early in his college career Henery elect-
ed Entomology for his life's work, and the
elements that have prompted him to the
place he holds in the hearts of his friends
will surely push him up to the last rung in
t he ladder oi muit-v
"Big Head" is the very reason win girls
leave home. From the way he talks, we
judge that his heart-smashing tactics an'
over, and that he is readj to settle down





"Do it now; delay is dangerous."
CHEMISTRY
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant.
Rifle Team, '2'.: Scrub Football, '25; Palmetto
Literan Society : Chemistry Science Club. Treas-
urer. '25; Senior Dancing Club; Vice-President
Pickens County Club; Lite Saving Corps. Camp
McClellan, Ala.; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
Jack came to Cleinson with the sole idea
of making a chemist of himself; ami we
may truthfully say that he has succeeded
in building a foundation that is capable of
withstanding the hard knocks of life. We
feel sure that with tin 1 good disposition,
the ability to make and to hold friends,
and the determination to achieve the final
goal, great success will follow whatever he
may pursue.
The host of luck to you. Jack. The







"Success is sure if one itill only trust and
give his all."
HORTICULTURE
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
Scrub Baseball, '2::. '24; Marksman R.O.T.C,
Camp McClellan, Ala. ; Palmetto Literary Soc-
iety; Recording Secretary. '2a ; Business Mana-
ger Horticulture Society ; Member Friendship
Council ; Bible Class Leader : President and
Vice-President Lee County Club:
Here is a gentleman of the highest order.
Harry came here for one great purpose
—
In become an eminent Horticulturist.
One h.-is but to walrh him in his work to
realize that he will not fall short of his
aim. If hard work, sincerity, and ten-
acity are requisites of success, Harry
must succeed.
Harry is a friend I" all who know him,
and all know him. He is a favorite
among the fair sex. A friend to all,
honest of convictions, sincere of purpose,
of high ideals, a jolly f;""<l fellow with a
winning personality ; this is Harry.
Men who know Harry best realize full
well thai a more genial friend cannot lie
found. Ami we expect him to he reward-
ed with I he same degree of success in the
world as he lias attained in college.
Here's to you. Harry. May you. in
producing more ami better fruit, be en-




Rock Hill. S. C.
"He who only hopes is hopeless."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain.
President Kink Hill City (Tub; Vice-President
Senior Dancing Club; President York Count}
(Tub; Assistant Manager Varsity Baseball. '25;
Manager, '2ii ; Textile Society ; First Sergeants
(Tub; Track Squad. '24; Rifle Marksman R.O
T.C.. Camp McClellan. Ala.
Those who know "Bob" wish for no
better friend. To say he is a prince of a
good fellow would be putting it mild. His
attracting personality, his ability to think
for himself, and his judgement stamp him
as a man loved ami respected by all.
Bob came to Clemson from Rock Hill in
the fall of '22 to add to his already large
store of knowledge. During bis four
years at Clemson he has taken part in
many ami varied college activities. His
classmates have affectionately dubbed
him "Hopeless," which is probably not
ver.\ erroneous, for we know that he is
Hopelessly in love with a certain fair one
at Winthrop.
If Bob makes as good teacher as he iloes






"Every complete work requires a complete
man."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
Member Calhoun Literary Society ; Member An-
derson County Club; R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan,
Ala.
Ralph doesn't consider it necessary for
a man to change his mind every day. A
consistent friend and a valuable one is
Jack.
Jack has been one of the mainstays of
Coach Goodale's team for three years. His
comments on football and the "Ag" Profs
are always interesting—he knows soine-
t hing of them all.
If Jack chooses to follow up his chosen
work of education, we predict success for
him. A man who can practice what he
preaches and never lose sight of the "goal
post," can he nothing other than a success-
ful man. That man is Jackson.
THOMAS GILBERT JACKSON
Florence. 8. C.
"Defer not to be wise,
Tomorrow's sun to thee imi\ never rise."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; First Lieu-
tenant. Battalion Adjutant. Business Man-
ager, 'liii "Tajis" : Cheer Leader, '24-'26
;
President First Sergeants Club ; Associate Cir-
culation Manager "Tiger"; Member Sophomore,
Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs ; Secretary and
Treasurer Junior Dancing Club; Member .tail
Birds Club; Palmetto Literary Society; Record-
ing Secretary Textile Society; Vice-President
Florence County Club; R.O.T.C, Camp .McClel-
lan, Ala.
The first tiling that impresses you when
vmi meet Gilbert is his bubbling, irrepres-
sible good nature. Never worried, never
cynical or pessimistic, he spreads good feel-
ing wherever he goes. His whole person
is a pleasing combination of well blended
characteristics. He merges his wit with
wisdom, and combines his executive ability
with a winning personality. When he
arrived here, he swung into the routine of
scholastic duties with his characteristic
vigor and climbed swiftly to the top.
At ease in tlie best social circles, happy
among the less formal, he typifies the best
in democracy. He hides his serious mind
behind his jollity, and smothers his scholas-
tic excellence under an avalanche of varied






"The motto of chivalry is also the motto oj
wisdom; serve all, but love only one."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private: Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant
Greenville County Club; Secretary and Treas-
urer Greenville County Club; President Greer
City Club; A l.K.K. ; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan,
Ala. ; Senior Dancing Club.
In tin- fall "| '22 then' came to Clemsorj
from the city of Greer this genuine speci
men of manhood. "Luke" decided to casi
his lot with "<'ri|i" and he is now in
"Crip's" opinion, :i rival of the class
..!' 'OG.
Luke has many friends, due to the facl
thai he will stand by one through thick or
thin. He is a little man with a big heart.
His excellent character and good-natured
ways will no doubl make a success for him,
and we all wish him all the success ami
happiness in the world.
EDWARD HAROLD JORDAN
Timmonsville, S. C.
"My (til is not much, but I give that winning
or losing."
HORTICULTURE
Private; Private; Private; Captain-Chaplain.
Captain Cross Country Team; Member Block
"('" Club ; Recording Secretary. President Cal-
houn Literary Society; Horticultural Society:
Secretary and Treasurer Darlington Count;,
Club; Friendship Council; T.M.C.A. Cabinet
Member; President Y.M.C A . '26; K.O.T.C.,
Camp McClellan, Ala.
All hail the power when a genial, faith-
ful lad. Harold, ascended from the vicinity
of Timmonsville to cast his lot with the
Clemson Tigers. While Clemson has
heartily welcomed her gain in capturing
this man. his home town has grieved ovei
a great Loss.
Harold, embodying the natural elements
of a true being; congeniality, sincerity.
personality spirituality ind friendly de
meanor. have won him a vast number ol
friends and he has the ability and tact
which enables him to keep them.
The qualities of a natural leader with
which he is possessed have elevated his
ambition to the honorary position of Chap
lain of "King Cole's Army;" and also the
Presidency of the Y.M.C.
A
May your
:; I work prosper forever. .Ionian, hoy.
To you and yours. Captain .Ionian, our
sincere wishes are everlasting for your
happiness and success in this great uni-
verse of trials and temptations. Now




U< (BERT CALHOUN JORDAN
Richburg, S. C.
"Count that day lost when the low descend-
ing sun views from th\ hand no worthy
action done"
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private Agri-
cultural Societj : Palmetto Literarj Society ;
Chester County Club; First class Gunner, How-
Itzer c i.m\ R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
< >n one bright September morning fou
years ago, there was great sorrowing in
the little town of Richburg. Bob was
leaving for Tigertown. Upon entering
Clemson, he immediately cast his lot with
the seekers of fame in the agricultural
world. Here we find he has made a goo I
record. In his Junior year he became an
anient disciple of "Sooky." In his clas-i
work he is excelled by no one, and if hard
work and the ability to accomplish thing-
inint fir inything in life, we ar: confi-
denl that he will he a success in his par-
ticular field.
During his four years among us. he has
became a true Tiger, ever ready to help
Clemson in any way lie can. To know
Bob is to know a true gentleman. His
high ideals make him loved by all his ac-
quaintances.
Although Bob is business-like, lie never
allows it to interfere with his pleasures.
No matter how busy he may be. he has
time to write to Lander College. We pre-
dict in the near future a cute little bun-
galow for two.
RANCIS GRIER KEARSE
< Jrocketville, S. ('.
"Do unto others as you would have others
tin unto you."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private.
President Hampton Counts Club; Member A. I.E.
E. ; R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan. Ala.
As a member of the class of '26, Kearse
has proved himself worthy. Though never
deeply affected with the desire for military
fame. Daddy Trent burdened him with a
lieutenancy, but this undeserved glory was
removed from his shoulders by Colonel
Cole, who reduced him to a private.
Kearse is quite handsome and is the
possesser of many winning ways. We
find that the girls also fall for mim. Be-
lieving himself quite competent, and realiz-
ing the possibility in the electrical field.
he hung out bis shingle in the Electrical
Laboratory. Besides learning the nature
of the molecule, he has learned to chase
them along with other interesting things.
Though he may fail to continue his work
in Electrical Engineering in after years,
we all feel sure that his policy of doing the
right thing by his fellow men will continue
to stand him in good stead under all condi-






"They who give hare all things; they ivho
withhold have nothing."
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private,
['resident Lexington County Club; Friendship
Council Member; Calhoun Literary Society;
Machine-gun Marksman; Bible class; R.O.T.C.
Camp McClellan, Ala.
"B, I»." as he is better known, hails
from Swansea. After completing his high
school cln.vs he decided to come to tiger-
town in broaden Ins mind in the Held of
Elect ricity.
King, or "I!. 1).". as we know him, chose
the course he liked besl and has been a
faithful worker, as shown by his "S's" and
"E's" during the lasi two years in college.
This lad is a real king to his friends, and
I his is well shown by the Dumber of
friends that he has among Ins fellow stu-
denls. It call he said of King, and well,
thai he is a true friend of everyone who
knows him.
Here's In you, "B.D.," and we predict
that your future will be very successful.
HUGH FRANKLIN KIZER
S. T. George. S. C.
"Women are but mere toys to amuse men's
lighter hours;
Ambition is the serious thing of life."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private : Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant. Cal-
houn Literary Society : Corresponding Secretarj
Calhoun Literary Society; Member Tiger Stafi
R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan. Ala.
Hughie, as he is called by his many
friends, was among thnse who answered
the call for loyal Tigers in the fall of '22
He joined the Education division, and with
the grim determination to master wisdom.
he cast aside love, r ance, and women, in
the pursuit of truth and knowledge.
Hughie, throughout his college career
has been an I !St and faithful worker.
and is worthy to he called a true Cleinsoii
Tiger. The | pie of St. George should
lift their hats to this lad because he has
not only been successful in the scholastic
world, hut his ideals are high and he is a
man above par. With his strong deter
niination and winning personality, we can
preiliel nothing hut success for him in the
fill inc.
Here's to you. Hughie; luck, success,
and happiness. The class of '26 will
cherish your memory.
Fifty-Six
WII.I.ISTo.X WIGHTMAN KLUGH, Jr.
< Jlemson < !ollege S. ( '.
'Take n/> no more than you li\ north nun
claim, Lest soon you prove a bankrupt
in your fame."
HORTICULTURE
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private.
Freshman Football ; Varsity Baseball : Member
Block "C" Club; Member Senior Dancing Club;
R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.; Horticultural
Society; Clean Sleeve Club; Rifle Marksman;
Red Head Club: Varsity Football.
"Woots," as he is known to us, is from
the heart <if Tigertown. Among the red
heads, do more jolly fellow can be found
than this sorrel-topped Irishman. After
entering Clemson in '22, he became 'lis
gusted and decided that a tour oi the East
should be made before retiring and absorb-
ing an education. He found after com-
pleting his tour that there was no place
more suited to a true Tiger than in his
own lair, and he returned to us and began
to work with extra vigor and enthusiasm.
"Wools" shows what a real man ran
do; he forgot that he lost three months of
valuable time, caught up with his original
class and graduated with honors. Cilem-
son athletic teams will miss him sorely ami
the memory of the boy with the cheerful
disposition will Ions be cherished by the




"The moving tinker writes; and. having writ,
Ifoves "ii- nor all your Piety nor II it
Shall lure it back to cancel halt a line.
Nor all vonr tears wash out a word oj it."
AGRONOMY
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant
and Battalion Adjutant. Cheer Leader, '2 1 26;
Senior Critic. President Calhoun Literary Soc-
iety; Ommatidae Club; Horticulture Society ;
Agricultural Society; Vice-President Darlington
Counts Club; President Jail Birds Club; Mem
ber Sophomore, .lunior and Senior Dancing
Clubs; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
Possessed of a disposition that is ad-
mired wherever he is known. Jack, with
his witicistns. has been the life of the party
during his four years sojourn in Tiger-
town. His smile and his ability to look
on the bright side of the seemingly dark
spots in life has consoled those who often
drift into a solemn, semi-pessimistic state
of mind.
However, Jack has not allowed his fun-
loving disposition to hinder his progress in
life, ami since coming to Clemson he has
passed through the stages of development
with a success which is a matter of pride
to all hia many friends. Unless some un-
foreseen obstacle, such as a beautiful
young lady, arises to block the advance of
Jack, we fail to visualize a defeat for this





"Salt your food with humour, pepper it with
wit, and sprinkle it over with human
kindness."
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; First Lieu-
tenant. Football, '24, '-"i : President Freshman
Class; President Block "C" Club; Vice-Presi-
dent Athletic Assnciatii.il ; Editor-in-Chief "The
Chronicle" ; Satire Editor "Taps" ; Joke Editor
"The Tiger"; C edian Glee Club; Toast-Mast-
ter Junior-Senior Banquet, '-" ; Honor Council,
'24; President Richland (uunn Club; Chemistry
Science Club; R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
Fred is the lad who keeps Tigertown
roaring. No doubt you have heard of him
before either as an athlete, a comedian,
songster, or student. In fact there are
few things thai Fred can't do. Because
of his unusual ability and clever per-
sonality, Fred holds a dominanl place in
the hearts of his classmates. Fred is a
real fighting Tiger. He proved this con-
clusively lllis year when lie remained out
for football tl atire season with a badly
injured knee.
His voice of husky sweetness, together
with his ability to shoot a line has been
to his advantage in entertaining the fair
se\.
Whether Fred will follow Chemistry or
j, i the stage, we do know; however we




"One thing is forever good;
That one thing is success."
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Private; Corporal; Private; Senior Private.
Member Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs; Sec-
retary Agricultural Society; Secretary Calhoun
Literarj Societj : Vice-President Chemistrj
Science Club; President Lee County Club; Pres-
ident Clean Sleeve Club; R.O.T.C. Camp Mc-
Clellan, Ala.
Junius Mayes Lemmon, better know
uniler the cognomen id' "Physicue," is the
one absolutely unique character in the
Class id' 'i!(S. Troubles may pile tip. every-
thing may so dead against him. the
silver may disappear from the clouds, but
"Physicue" just smiles through it till. One
thing, however, must be admitted; he is
not perfect. Better than that he is unfail-
ingly human, and it is this trait which has
hoisted him to the positions of responsi-
bility which he has held among his class
mates.
Some people are so great that they for-
get their Companions; others are so low
that they forgel everything but pleasure;
"Physicue" strikes the happy medium. He
is perpetually happy, ami if happiness is
success. Ihis hid who litis tasted deeply of
;dl the activities which a course at Cleni-






There is a friend, there is a way to go.
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Ko-Chio crossed the Pacific in 1922, to
invade the centers of learning in Ameri-
ca after he had been prepared for higher
learning in his homeland. For two years
he attended the Lowell Textile School in
Massachusetts, and then came to the
North Carolina Stale College to continue
his studies in Textile manufacturing.
"Whang," (meaning emperor in Chin
ese i is a familiar figure on the campus,
being especially noted fur his achievements
in tennis and ping-pong. Every where
he makes friends, for he is a jolly, fiin-
loving friend to everyone, and his readj
laugh and numerous witticisms have made
him as well liked as he is well known,
line trait of his must be mentioned; he
is tremendiously girl-shy.
His nick-name. "Whang," is appropiate
for with his natural ability plus his ability
to work, we predict that he will rise to
great heights in his chosen field.
Here's to you. Ko-Chia, we who have
known you shall not like to see you part,
but when we do part our best wishes for
your success go with you.
I.. S. LONG
Prosperity, S. < '.
"Listen to every man's advice, but back your
i'ii a judgment."
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. Mem
i'ii' Ne.wberrj County Club; Agricultural Soc
ietj ; Calhoun Literary Societj ; Jail Birds
Club; Clean Sleeve Club; R.O.T.C, Camp Mc
Clellan, Ala.
In September 1921, when L. S. Long
packed his grip and left Prosperity for
Clemson, no truer Tiger ever entered here.
lie enlisted with the Animal Husbandry
Division, and here he has been an efficient
and able worker, puffin;; thai enthusiasm
and abilitj in mastering his profession
which assures him of a prosperous and
Successful future.
Long was forced to withdraw from his
class, but when the fall of '25 rolled
around, he was back again. He is a con-
genial companion, a true friend, a loyal




Lawrence Clayton McAllister, Jr.
Pendleton, S. C.
"Never put off until tomorrow that which




Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. Mem-
ber Ommatldae Club; Entomological Conference
'1~<-'1*'<; Day Cadet; Member Anderson Counts
« 1 1 1 1 > ; Member Freshman Basketball Quintet, '22.
When "Mac" came to Tigertown in the
fall of '22, he thought "Authonomous
grandis" was a new kind of opera ; but
nevertheless he chose "Bugology as his life
work.
He isn't what we call a sheik, but oc-
casionally he steps out among the ladies,
thus demonstrating what his shieking
qualities might be.
Mac's scholastic record shows that he
has a chosen field and that he has chosen
a course in which he is deeply interested,
lie is not only a good student, hut also a
strong supporter of all Tiger teams.
Yes, Mac is a gentleman, a true friend
ami a true Tiger; and we do not hesitate
In say that the same traits that have rais
ed him in the hearts of his friends _ will
surely place him on I he top rung of the
ladder of success.
Mac. lure's hoping that you will pul
Pendleton on the map in the near future.
(it i William McCllllan
Audi rson, S. C.
"Do unto others as you would hare them do
unto your
DAIRYING
Private; Private: Private; Senior Private. Mem-
ber Anderson County Club; Member Columbian
Literary Society; Member Agricultural Sin in \ ;
Member Dairying Club; Member Clean Sleeve
Club; H.O.T.C. Camp McClellan, Ala.
Look, friends, here is a true Tiger.
This lad did not win the distinction of be-
ing a true fighting Tiger on the athletic
field, but he has shown his stuff by enter-
ing Clemson from the ninth grade of high
school and keeping a clean sheet all the
way through his college career. No doubt
everybody has heard that determination is
the master key to success; well, here is a
living proof of the statement.
"George" entered Clemson in the fall of
1922 with one thing in view and that was
to gel an education. By the end of his
Sophomore year, he concluded that lie was
capable of carrying on two jobs at the
same time. To our surprise, Guy chose
is his h:.bli\ the dlffliult task t winning
a girl's heart. From our point of view,
we believe that success has eome his way;
and we are anxiously waiting and watch
ing to see what he will undertake next.
A friend in need is a friend indeed, and
"George", you have proved yourself







"Sound, sound the clarion, fill the fife
To all the sensual world proclaim.
One cron ded hour of glorious life
Is north an age without a name."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
Textile Society; President Dillon County Club;
President, '26, Secretary and Treasurer. '25,
Columbian Literary Society; r.M.C.A. Cabinet
Member; Friendship Council; Bible Class Lead-
er; President Christian Endeavor Society; Bhu-
Ridge Delegation, '25; Senior Dancing Club;
Sharpshooter, R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
In the fall of '22 "Mac" came to Clem-
son from the wilds of the surrounding ter-
ritory from his homo in Dillon, and here for
the past four years has I n engaged in
the task of acquiring higher learning
Mac was endowed by nature with a sunny
disposition, and this, in addition to his
happy personality, has made a host of real
friends among the fairer sex.
Throughout his college career Mac has
allied himself with the best influences on
the campus, and has been an active worker
in the V. M. C. A., iu his church, and in
the various societies of which he has been
a member. So it is an enviable position
which Mac holds with his fellow-class-
men.
Life holds a great many fine things in
store for you, Mae. We predict for vou
a great future, a future which has been




"To live as gently as I can;
To be, no matter where, a man."
AGRONOMY
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant.
Rat Baseball; Scrub Baseball; President
Cherokee County Club; President Agricultural
SoeietN : Palmetto Literals Soeien : Kit le
Marksman R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Mac" left Gaffney in '22 to try his luck
with the Clemson Tigers and he has been
a success ever since then. He was
handicapped when he joined us. but by
perserverancc and real work as only Mac
knows how to accomplish, he has mastered
every undertaking that he lias attempted.
Leslie's pleasant smile ami friendly laugh
win him admission everywhere.
This lad has been under the "Lord's"
care, but in spite of this we feel confident
that the only reason Mac does not do
something big is because it has all boon
done.
He has one recreation, and it claims
him every night. This is a little lady in
Sandy Springs who hears from < '. A. ( '.
daily.
We predict unmeasureable success and






"Life is just ivhat you make it."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant.
Member Anderson County Club; Member A.s.
C.E. ; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
The little city of Starr save 1
1
] » a worthy
son when "Mac" decided to enter Clemson
in the fall of 1922. Since that time lie
has gained many good friends and proved
himself In lie an earnest worker. He has
also done much for his fellow students.
Upon entering Clemson, he decided to
take Agriculture as his life work. lie
was very successful as an "Ag," hut soon
found out that Civil Engineering was
better suited for a man id' his ability.
Classwork comes first with him. hut it is
rumored that he always finds time to write
to that fair maiden hack home. Mac
loves that "Fair One" like a baby loves
milk.
Mac, we wish yoil the best id' luck in
your future work. May success he yours
in whatever von undertake to do.
CLARENCE ALLEN McGILL
Anderson. S. C.
"Do something north living for. north dying
for; do something to show that you have a
mind, a heart, a soul uithin you."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain. Secre-
tary and Treasurer Senior Class; Secretary and
Treasurer Anderson County Club; Presideni
Anderson County Club, '26 ; Secretary and
Treasurer AS ME. ; Varsitj Baseball, '24, '2o .
'211; Captain Baseball. '2U ;EootbaIl Squad. '2 1.
'2j
; Member Block "C" Club; Electric Citj
Club : R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
This, dear reader, is Clarence McGill,
better known as "Mac," id' whom the class
of '2(i is justly proud. He hails from
the Electric City and does not regret that
fact.
"Mac" is known to he a friend by all
who know him. He is a good enemy, a
true sport, a true friend, and a hard figh
ter. With these qualities, ones opinion
of him can he nothing less than superb.
If friendship may he reckoned the master
piece of nature, we certainly have such in
Mac.
Clarence says that he belongs to her. hut
Clemson claims him after he has gone into
wider fields.
Mac. your natural ability, combined
with the inspiration if thai little girl, i-






"Happiness is not the end of life—character
is."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Captain. A.s.C.E.
;
Vice-President A.S.C.E.; Member Jail Brids
Club; Clippings and Comments Editor "The
Chronicle"; Vice-Presidenl Barnwell County
Club; Member Senior Dancing club; R.O.T.C,
Camp McClellan, Ala.
".Mac'" the brains of that ;]•< ><i] > of stu-
dents who arc so frequently caught wink-
ing at the butt-end of a transit, was one
of the smallest, but most spirited rats of
"--. His home town, BlackviUe, has with-
-l I liis absence for four lung years
—
how, 1 don't know, and 1 am sure he him-
self wimlcl Dot tell, since he is more i -
cerned with the fair sex than he is with
himself. .Mac's small body holds a mag-
nanimous hearts and stands under a head
which holds a brilliant mind, both of which
working together, make him a southern
gentleman.
His record as a student, his perserver-
ance as a worker, his ability as a leader,
and his determination to succeed predict
for him a future which we must say is




/// honest man, buttoned close up to the
(htn. no broadcloth without, hut a warm
heart within."
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. Pres-
ident Hampton Count] Club; Member of Agri-
cultural Societ] ; Calhoun Literarj Society; B.
M.I. Club; Friendship Council; Judging Team
Southeastern Fair, R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala
In the fall of '21, James King Maner
fared forth from his home environment.
not because In' wanted a better place to
live, but for the very good reason that he
was ambitious. His ambitions are not
few in number, but his present ambition is
to become an agriculturist through the
Animal Husbandry gate.
Nicknamed "Gila." for the dangerous
gila monster, he is small in stature, pos-
sessed of a wonderful personality, courte-
ous nature, friendly disposition, and of
versatile ability—ever a winner id' any-
thing he undertakes. It has been his
good fortune to win a host of friends who
learned to know him only to love him.
When cruel fate extracted its toll from
the Class of '25, .1. K. believing that a
man should be true to his word and should
take a firm stand in upholding bis convic-
tions, left college. 'Ere the Class of '26
was well on its last lap, he was a member.
Gila, as you go forth on life's journej
from this institution of learning, we are







Clemson College, S. C.
"In Cad I trust and marry I must."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private, Private. Private, Senior Frlvits—Nun
Military. Secretary and Treasurer Freshman
(lass; Oconee County Club ; Honor Council;
Member A.I.E.E. ; Member Senior Dancing Club ;
Freshman Baseketball; Scrub Basketball, '23.
The above advertisement represents a
true Tiger from the wilds of Jungletown.
To know Ben is to like him, as is evident
by his host of friends in barracks and on
the campus. I lis magnetic personality,
versatility, and determination to success-
fully accomplish what he starts has made
for Ben a record of which he may be just-
l.\ proud.
Ben entered ('lenison with one object in
view, and that was to master Electricity,
and for his past record he is admired by
"Crip" as were Gandy and other brilliant
members of the class of '06.
Ben has that determination, that fear-
lessness, that concentrated energy, and
that power of directness of life that spells
efficiency, power, and success.
JUDSON TOWNES MAYFIELD
Denmark, S. G.
"Everyone stamps his own value upon
himself."
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant.
President B.M.I. Club; Vice-President Bamberg
Counts Club; Winner R. W. Simpson Medal, '_"> :
R.O.T.C. Camp McClellan, Ala.
Judson, commonly known as "Jud,"
came to Clemson will) the determination
to become an Electrical Engineer. How-
ever, after three years of exposure to the
electrical phenomena of his chosen course
and the mysteriously worded lectures of
"Slim." Jud decided that the electrical
genial could best be investigated by s
other than himself and subsequently
changed his course to Industrial Educa-
tion.
We do not know just what this aggres
sive youngster's plans are for the future.
but we believe that he intends to finish
college, take his "dip" and himself to the
lower pari of the slate, and offer them
both to the discretion of "the only girl"
upon the altar of love.
Judson is a friend to all who are worthy
of friendship, a good sport, and a conscien-
tious worker. Ma.\ success and happi-
ness attend all his efforts towards what




Clemson College, S. C.
"The Goal's known, the Powers enlisted."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Special Student
"Napoleon," as he is sometimes called
by his best friends, is a graduate of Fur-
man University, having obtained his ]!.S.
degree there In 1!»1<;. During his success-
ful career there he made four block "F's"
in baseball, each year making the Mi-
State team. While their, he also made
the varsity football squad.
During the World war. Mobley served in
the army for his country, spending much
time over-seas with the famous Thirtieth
Division. Be was wounded in action.
After being discharged he worked for a
time in a bank at Rock Hill.
Mobley decided that he wanted to learn
something about scientific agriculture, s..
he came to Clemson in September of 1923
Through concentrated efforts he lias been
able to finish his course here in three
years. His scholastic record is one of
Which lie has reason to he proud.
Yes. he is a gentleman, a true friend,
and a Tiger. He holds a place in the
hearts of all those that know him. Never
has he failed to accomodate a friend. His
kindness and determination will attain
success for him in whatever he undertakes.
ANDREW RIHP.IIXJK I'ADCETT
Bamberg, s. ('.
"Men are not judged by what they think."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. Pal-
metto Literary Societj . Scrub Football Team,
'25; Scrub Baseball, 'l.: : Marksman R.O.T.C,
Camp McCleilan, Ala.: Colleton County Club;
Bamberg Counts (Inn; Jail Birds Club.
Hark! •Red"' heard the keen sound of a
bugle. First call for his military career
with an inspiring impulse. He then con-
centrated his attention upon the idea of
becoming a Tiger and as a result cast his
lot among the Pal tto Jungaleers. Red.
being an ambitious lad. is hound to suc-
ceed, because his entrance to Clemson was
his first step toward his goal, and each
succeeding step has I n an upward climb.
Red is a good-natured fellow, well met.
and has a smile for all with whom he
comes in contact. He is a true Tiger, al-
ways ready to perform his duties and to
lend a helping hand toward the up-building
of his Alma Mater.
Without a doubt Red realized the need
of improved education in this state' when
he joined the Educational men—"a very
select section." Loading his ship with
knowledge, he will s i be ready to anchor
in the harbor of life to import some of his
gifts to the rising generation.
Now, Professor, may your tools of know-
ledge be a blessing to you and to your






"He who fears ridicule is at the mercy oj
every jool."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
Freshman Football, '22; Scrub Football, '2:;;
Varsity Football, '24, '25; Freshman basketball;
Varsity Basketball; Captain Basketball Tram.
'26; Member Pickens County Club; Marksman,
R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
Yes. "Frog" is a product of Central and
she has reason to be proud of him. Prog
has been prominent in his class because of
his continual optimism and persistency in
anything which he undertakes.
Everybody loves a fighter. Frog doesn't
know what "quit" means: ami he lias been
a valuable man in football and basketball.
He is a fighting tackle in football and a
fitting man to the captain of the '26
Basketball team.
Frog is very versatile and is "competi-
tion" for almosl any team-mate. If he
shows ihc same determination and desire
to suceed after he leaves Clemson, we be-
lieve that great success awaits him only a
short distance down the pathway of life.
JOHN RANDOLPH PAULLING, Jr.
St. Matthews. S. ('.
"He will never have true friends who is
afraid of making enemies.
DAIRYING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
Historian Senior class; Secretary and Treasur-
er, President, Dairy Club; Corresponding Seen
tary Agricultural Society; R.O.T.C. Camp Mc-
Clellan, Ala.; Friendship Council.
••That's a. man"—from St. Matthew:
and don't forget it. Another fact to bear
in mind is that St. Matthews is not
swampy. Yes. "Nig" is a loyal South
Carolinian and a dairyman combined.
This lad has survived four years at
Clemson although both students and profs
have long looked lor him to expire from
having to climb the hills of the Piedmont.
Show me a "bull session" and there I'll
show you Nig, expert among the best.
But Nig is not all "1)1111 :" he believes in
the future of dairying in South Carolina
and when little Randolph enters Clemson.
Nil; will have become a power in the dair.\
business. tinder all his "bull" ami bluff,
hi' is a pal. a friend, and a classmate never
to be forgotten.
According to Nig, there are three things
to beware of; a woman, a rattle snake,
and a woman. Nevertheless, we feel sure
that a certain little maid at Rock Hill will











Member Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs; Mem
bei Textile Society; Member Orangeburg County
Club; Secretarj and Treasurer ('Iran Sleeve
Club; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala. : Me ei
Cadet Hand four years.
Modesty is th.. cloak of wisd Lester
is the living personification of this. Be
is ;i very modest and unpretentious person,
always having the highest respect for the
feelings of those whom he comes in con-
tact with. A lover of good ti s, his
pleasing ami unassuming personality lias
brought him many friends who admire him
for what he is. without any false glamor to
dazzle the superficial eye.' Light-hearted,
full of life, he is never worried about the
future. Hi. is an optimist ami when things
loot their darkest to him he always has
a smile to drive away the accompanying
gloom. If to du were as easv as to know
what were good t.. do, Lester would he
premier of the land. If ever in search of
a true friend ami a real sport, it is useless
tn search fin- a superior tO Lester-. The
dormant possibilites of his I, rain will one
day astound the world.
LAUNIE CLARENCE PRICE
Bamberg, S. ('.
"One n ho is contented with what he has
done nil/ ricier become famous by what
he will do."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant;
Varsity Football Squad, President
Captain.
Bamberg
'("' Club; R.O.T.C,County (bill ; Member Bloch
Camp McClellan, Ala.
Not being a weight artist or a strong-
arm man. "Red" did not "cast his lot"
when he arrived at Clemson. bul instead
settled down to a dutiful pursuit id' a:.
electrical engineerirg course. In classes
lie has prospered; but he has reaped his
greatest harvests in other, more re-
munerative fields.
He was a stalwart figure mi the gridi-
ron in '25, and won fame for himself by
driving through the fiercest defense.
And similarly it will be in life—irresista-
bly onward regardless of opposition or
handicaps.
Then. too. Red is always cheery— a re-
deeming feature in some people's lives,
but an asset to this youth. Never sel-
fish, but always ready to sacrifice for a
companion, he has won many friends.
Life cannot help rewarding him in due
measure.






"7 will speak today what I think even ij ii
contradicts everything I said yesterday.'
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant.
Member Anderson County Club; Member Textile
Society; Member clean Sleeve Club; R.O.T.C.,
Camp McClellan, Ala.; Member B.M.I. Club.
This lad is none other than Major
Pruitt of whom the class of 'I'd is very
proud and rightly so. Major is liked by
everyone that knows him and. needless
to say. he is widely known at Clemson.
Before coming to Clemson, he attend-
ed B.M.I., for three years. He learned
of the opportunities afforded at Clemson
and decided to casl his loi with the Clemson
Tigers.
The numerous electric lights on the
streets of the Electric City caused him to
desire to know and have some knowledge
pertaining to the whyfores. After hearing
the musical sounds made by the machines
in the Textile Building as he passed it on
the way down town, he changed his mind
and is now the proud owner of a diploma
in Textile Industrial Education. We pre-
dict for this aggressive young man nothing
less than the presidency of a big textile




Abbeville, S. < '.
"Do something ivorth living lor: worth
for."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; First Lieu-
tenant. Recording Secretary Calhoun Literal \
Society : Abbeville County Club ; President
Abbeville County Club, '21;; First Sergeants
Club ; .Member A.I.E.E.
"Monk, coming to us as a Tiger Cub in
'22 from Abbeville, decided to do some-
thing shocking; consequently, he chose
Electrical Engineering as his life work
—
quite shocking he assures us. Not being
adapted to a military life, he quite readily
added his favorite "Songster" to his sche-
dule.
We are certain that the "sweet young
thing" of Abbeville is proof against male
attractiveness, otherwise Monk could not
have l n with us. (in good authority,
however, she awaits his return with out-
stretched arms.
His cheerfulness, his ability to make
friends, his willingness to work, and his
determination together make Monk. We
cannot wish for him belter than that his






"Tarry not my lad; Love is a ticklish thing
and you haven't even smiled."
AGRONOMY
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. Day
Cadet; Member Marion County Club; President
Swamp Fox Club; Member Ommatidae Club;
R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.; Member Golf
Club.
In the early fall of 1922 "Rang." or
Will, as he is known to his fellow Tigers,
heard the Tiger's roar and taking up his
musket, lie started out to capture bigger
game. He happened upon the Tiger's
lair in the foot hills, and there instead of
making a capture, lie was captured him-
self
For four years "Rang" has searched
in every corner for material that will
better equip him for putting the "Flat-
woods" around Mullins on the Agricul-
tural .Map.
"Rang" is a great dreamer and an opti-
mist. ( >ne of his greatest dreams is of
a little nest somewhere in the east. lie
says that this would never be complete
without a "Fair Bonnie Lass" to share
in the realization id' his dreams.
Here's luck to you, "Rang ;" may your
best dreams come true; and may you not
always be a dreamer, but a schemer and
a thinker as well.
WALLACE ROBERT ROY
Columbia, S. C.
"If at first you dont succeed; try again."
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain. Varsity
Football, '24 ; '25 ; Varsity Basketball ; Varsity
Trad; ; Captain Track Team, '2(1; Block "C"
Chit) ; All-Southern Quarter-Miler, "li ; 440
state Record; 440 Clemson Record; Member Re-
lay Team holding American Record; President
Junior Class; Chemistry Science Club; Athletic
Council; Richland County Club; R.O.T.C.. Camp
McClellan, Ala.
This great athlete hails from the
"Capital City." Since coming to Clem-
sun, be has made a great success as an
athlete, and few can surpass bis record.
On the football field, he has attained
fame as an end and as a tackle. On
the basketball court he lias shown the'
goods. His outstanding records are on
the track where he won the 440 yard
dash at the Southern Conference Meet in
1924. He now holds the state record
and the Clemson record for this event.
This past year he was captain of the
track team and has made a capable
leader.
Not only is "Wally" a good athlete,
but he is a good student. In fact there are
few things that this big boy can't do
—
and do well. He is admired and re-
spected by all his classmates as an
athlete, a student, and a gentleman.





EDWARD McQUEEN SALLEY, Jr.
Saluda, X. C.
"It does not pay to worry; the world looks
better from behind a smile."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Color-Sergeant; Major. Pres-
ident Cosmopolitan Club, '26 ; Member Glee
Club; Member Y.M.C.A. Cabinet, '25; Friendship
Council ; Member Sophomore, Junior and Senior
Dancing Clubs; Member North Carolina State
Club; Member A.S.M.E. ; K.O.T.C, Camp Mc-
Clellan, Ala.
Here's to the boy that you have heard
so much about, and when you gaze at the
picture above, you will find the real rea-
son for his reputation. "Mack" is in-
deed a fine fellow, and the girls who have
had the good fortune to meet him will
agree with us in this statement.
Speaking of girls— that's bis weakness,
and it seems thai the fair sex also have
a weakness when they encounter this fair
lad whose favorite pastime is stringing a
dozen at a time. We have often won-
dered who will be the lucky lady who
will share with Mack the success an I
happiness that tin 1 future holds for him.
Mack is made from a mixture of
charm, originality, and neatness, plus
sincerity. Such characteristics as these
make up an all-round good fellow and
one who is bound to succeed at the task
lie undertakes in life.
lmJrJ>
JOE HARDIN SANDERS
Chester, S. < '.
"Be what you are."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain. Sec-
retary and Treasurer Square and Compass Club.
Pesldent, '26 ; Freshman Football ; Textile Soc-
iety ; Chester County Club; K.O.T.C.. Camp Mc-
Clellan, Ala.
"Spud," as he is known to us, hails
from the center of the Catawba, the
power center of the South. Better late
than never must have rested hard upon
his mind, for he waited a year after
finishing Chester High School before
starting his last lap toward knowledge.
Joe's quiet, unassuming manner, has
won for him a warm place in the hearts
id' all who know him. He is not a
brilliant student, but is steady ami con-
sistent, and has stood for the highesl
principles and done what be thought best
regardless of the consequences.
He leaves us as one of the best pre-
pared men of his class in the Textile
Industry, and we predict for him a bright




"Think before you make a promise; then
stick to it."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant
Scrub Football, '23-'24; Member Chester Counts
Club; President Chester Count] Club; Chairman
A.S.M.E. ; Member Jail Birds Club; Machine
Gun Marksman R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala
Everyone take notice This is Robert
Sanders, better known to us us Bob, who
caused ;i great commotion when he left
Chester to enter- Clemson.
Bob is a big-hearted lad and has a
great number of friends among the corps.
Look into those eyes and you'll notice a
far-away look in them. Possibly the
cause of this is a little gir] somewhere
waiting for him.
Bob came here with the intention of
taking Electrical Engineering, hut after
chasing volts and electrons around for
three years, he decided to change to
.Mechanical and find out all about B. T
TVs and Entropy.
We predict for this energetic Tiger a
huge success and a career that is very




"Though wind ami tides one compass
guides—
To that, and \iair men selves, he true."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; s> nd Lieutenant.
Member Band; Senior Dancing Club; Executive
Committee A.I.E.E., ':M : Secretary and Treas-
urer Newberrj County Club, '25; Rifle Marks-
man. R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan. Ala.; Newberry
Saluda County Club. '2(>.
"V. ('." is a regular fellow, one who
cannot be overlooked. He has a very
pleasing personality and has won many
friends at Clemson. as he does every-
where he gui's. His success with the
fairer sex is phenomenal.
Although we have never found him
Conceited, we Know that he does not mind
losing a little beauty sleep. He has
proved the truth of this many times by
burning the midnight oil in his diligent
pursuit id' the elusive electron.
Here's to you. V. C. May you al-







"There is a post which is gone forever, but
there is a future which is still our nun."
ENTOMOLOGY
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
Member of Glee Club four years; Manager of
Glee Chili. '25, ':iii ; Member College Quartet,
'24, '25, '26; Member of Baptist Choir; Omma-
tidai Society; Secretary Agricultural Society
;
Secretary and Treasurer Florence County Club.
Wayland decided to launch his ship <>n
the ureal ocean of life; realizing thai he
needed |ire|ia la I ion . lie set sail toward
('lemson. lie early found a liking for
bugs, and hearing the call of nature, spe-
cialized iii entomology
.
Iii tlie class-room, on the campus, ami
in the various clubs, he is a true friend,
a faithful student and a faithful worker.
Words fail ns when we think of this
man's career; we cannot say what he in-
tends to do with his wonderful talent.
His frequent visits to the various in-
stitutions of learning for women of this
state—apparently on the Glee Club's
business- bodes much evil for bachelor-
I I. :ind we predict the second period of
life of man (according to Dr. Daniel).
Remember, Wayland, we hold yon in
our hearts as a true friend, and wish for
you the best of everything.
FRANKLIN SHERMAN III
Clemson College. S. C.
Love num. trust few, but always paddle your
nun canoe.
ENTOMOLOGY
"Shorty" came to Tigertown in I he fall
id' '25 from I he Tar Heel State. For
three years he attended the X. ('. State
College, and there distinguished himself
by winning a letter in three branches of
sports, and otherwise winning honors for
himself. His athletic prowess was fur-
ther acclaimed during the pasl summer
when he won the Camp McClellan
Trophy for being the best athlete in
fain)).
A hale fellow well met is "Shorty."
His ability to mix with the fellows has
won for him many friends who will til-
ways remember him. Here tit Clemson
he hail made the marks id' a learned
scholar, and his word is respected by
both the professors and the students.
So luck to you franklin! .May your






Beech Island, S. C.




Militarj Editor "Taps"; Secretary and Treasur-
er Aiken Count] Club; President Aiken County
Club; President Horticultural Society; Member
Junior Dancing Club; President Senior Dancing
Club; Member Ommatidae Club; Secretarj Col-
umbian Literary Society, '-' : Jail Birds Club;
Term President Agricultural Societj ; Vice-Presi-
dent Clean Sleeve Club; Band Member four
years; R.O.T.C., ('amp McClellan, Ala.
.Not a scholastic prodigy, not an athle-
tic marvel, this boy possesses a quality
thai is bey I the grasp of either of the
former two. lie has an unseen radia-
tion iif persona] magnetism that thrust
liim forward to leadership ami makes him
"i f Clemson's must trusted students,
lie has wiiii a place for himself in the re-
spect ami in the hearts of his comrades
h.v his unfailing convictions of thought
ami action. Being musical, his life fol-
lows the path of a rythmical. well-
balanced, ami appealing melody. An
unfailing sense of duty ami the abilitj to
enjoy wise pleasure gather him numerous
friends. The glamor ami artificiality of
the luight lights has never blinded his
sense of judgment. A companionable,
hearty, ami wholesome hoy whose crown-
ing attribute is unselfishness.
BARNARD MILTON SMITH
Starr. S. ('.
"Believe every man to be your friend unless
he proves to be otherwise.
,,
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
Member Anderson County Club; Member Bailey
Club; Member ASM E. ; R.O.T.C., ('amp Mc-
Clellan, Ala.
This young lad ca to our midst from
the little town of Starr in the fall of
1922. Starr's loss was our gain. ami
ever since hi' has been a popular member
of the class of '26. Since the day of his
arrival at Clemson, lie has been trying
with all his might and power to broaden
his knowledge as a Civil Engineer in
order that the highways of the state may
be improved.
The frankness and sincerity that mark
men of character are both of this lad
"B. M." with his unassuming ways, and
thought fulness of everyone. has won
many friends during his stay in Clemson.
We wish you the best of luck that the
world can offer a consistent fighter.







"To thine own selj be true, and ii must
lii/lmi as the night the day, thous canst
not then be false to any man."
MECHANCIAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
Anderson Count} Club; Vice President Anderson
Counts Club; A.S.M.E. ; Junior and Senior Dane
ing Clubs ; Chief Bugler Drum and Hunk' Corps.
"Specks." us the big-hearted lad is af-
fectionately known, cast a shadow of
gloom over the whole of Anderson Coun-
ty, including Iva. when he announced his
determination to come to Clemson in the
fall of '_''_' to become a Mechanical En-
gineer and to join Uncle Sam's Drum and
Bugle Corps. Ever since his arrival here
he has been a popular member of the class
of '2(i. Judging from the letters he sets.
he is also popular in other places. How-
ever, he does not let his social affairs in-
terfere with his studies. His interest in
student activities and his ability in class
work have won for him the esteem and
friendship of all who know him.




"Fail not in the harder trial;
Faint not in the greater struggle."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Private Prlvite. Private First Lisutenant.
Member Textile Societj : Member Block "C"
Club; Anderson County Club; President Klertrie
City Club; R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Lefty" is a by-product of nature and
the Anderson High School. He is truly
an unsophisticated complex, his counten-
ance always being blessed by a hydra-like
grin, reminding one of "Happy" Higgins,
the Canadian officer whose coat-tail was
completely annihilated bv machine gun fire
at the Battle of Ypres.
'
Lefty derives his cognomen from the
fact that he is the sole possessor of a
catapult-like arm especially constructed
for heaving hods and chunking baseballs.
He began his career in the spring of 1923
by out-chunking Carolina to the tune of (i








has pitched steadily for the Tiger
is a bobbin dodger of the highesi
Sonic predict that hi' will become
inventor, as it is rumored that he
king on an automatic tooth pick for
workers. lie is seriously handi-
capped l>.\ having been a "first looie" his
Senior year. However, most likelj he










Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant.
Member A.I.E.E. ; Secretary and Treasurer Green-
ville City Club; Rifle Marksman, R.O.T.C., Camp
McClellan, Ala.
In September 1922 Junius joined the
Lappy family of Tigers al Clemson for the
purpose < t' developing his mind along the
lines of electricity. lie managed tn sur-
vive his Freshman year without any per-
manent injury, either mentally or physic-
ally. In fact, he learned several thing-
Ihat he was < >1>1 i «<•< I to pass mi to the next
freshman class. In his Junior year In'
was a model of StudiousneSS and persever-
ance. Then in the Senior Class he was
one of those dignified ones who were just
able to he human.
Junius has a kind disposition, is gener-
ous, and has a manner about him that a
certain young lady in another state seems
to appreciate.
If we were prophets we could say thai
fame would he his in life, hut since we an'
not. we shall let him prove it to you.
R< (BERT EUGENE SMITH
Lancaster, S. C.
"Determination makes dreams conn- true."
ARCHITECTURE
Private; Private; Sergeant: Second Lieutenant
Architectural Society ; Beaux-Art Institute of I>e
sign; Ait Editor "Taps" '26; circulation Mana-
ger "The Chronicle"; Junior and Senior Dancing
Clubs; Cherokee Counts Club; R.O.T.C, Camp
McClellan, Ala.
R. E. is one of the most versatile charac-
ters in our class. He is the possessor of
a great number of the qualities that go to
make a real gentleman. At all limes he
has been an energetic worker. a capable
student, and a true son of Clemson. His
cheerful attitude and sunny disposition
have wim for him a great host of friends
at Clemson; friends who will always he
line, because they know he will always he
true to them.
Smith's principal talent lies in the fields
of art. As i.ne of the most successful stu-
dents in the Architectural depart lit. he
has been of great service to the "Taps"
and to "The Chronicle." He is ; man
of whom we can truthfully say. that if he
is ever given a task to do. he fulfills it. re-
gardless of cost or sacrifice.
Here's to you. old hoy. Wo believe
that there is a great future in store for
yOU, and we expect some day lii see you
step into the shoes of Coles Phillips.




* ! fA* HB^B« r, .,
JAMES AUGER SMYTH. Jr.
I [endersonville, X. < '.
''Not afraid oj work, but not in sympathy
with it."
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
S iuIi Football, 'T.'y, '24 ; Member Cosmopolitan
Club; North Carolina state Club; Agricultural
Society; Machine Gun Marksman, R.O.T.C, Camp
McClellan, Ala.
In spite of the fact thai he hails from
North Carolina, Jimmy is a good boy.
This, some say, is accounted for by the fact
that he was born, and received his early
training in the Palmetto state.
Immediately titter his arrival in Tiger-
town in tlic fall of "22. this smiling lad set
to work as only lie is capable of doing.
Taking everything as it comes, rejoicing in
good fort lines and never complaining of
anything, till of which have been charac-
teristic of Jimmie. Though seldom pre-
sent for roll call at classes. Jimmie is al-
ways present ami accounts lor himself
when the occasion arises.
Though at local social occasions Jimmie
has never shown himself to he much of a
"ladies man." we suspeci him of being a
•'hear" when .away from home.
In the coming years we shall watch with
interest Jimmie's development into a good




"// hat e'er we leant o) any worth
II e're not to work to gain."
DAIRYING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant.
Scrub Cross Countrj Team; Corresponding Sec-
retary, Vice-President Agricultural Societj .
Vice-President Dairying Cluli; Laurens County
Club.
After wandering around a good portion
of the Western Hemisphere. Dudley decid-
ed to cast his lot with us here at Clemson.
And a very wise move he made. too. as a
good boy and student like that which Dud-
lex has proved himself to be, deserves to be
trained in a real school. Dudley, after
having grown up in cattle country and
having been actively engaged in the cattle
business, naturally took dairying as a duck
takes to water. He is a real cow-man. a
student, and a gentleman.
While here at Clemson Dudley has made
many friends by his qualities which also
makes him a true Tiger and a good man.
He is man as well as a scholar and be has
those many other qualities that cause us
to predict for him real SUCCeSS in life.
Take him as he is- a real man.
Seventy-Six
qmm^^^mmwm^&tm^B ©
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NEWTON WILLIAM STEVENSON
Anderson, S. I !.
"Studious of good, he disregarded fame,
ind useful knowledge was his eldest aim."
PRIVATE BAND
Anderson County Club; Electric City club; Mem-
ber Clean Sleeve Club; Member Glee Club; K.O.
T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
Newt comes from the famous Electric
City. In the fall of '22 when the "Blue
Joy Special" left the Electric City, this
young fellow was one of its passengers, go-
ing to that city known as Cherry's. Hav-
ing felt the need of a mechanical engineer,
Newt oast his lot with the Mechanicals, his
intention being that of making success.
Although small in stature, lie is a big-
hearted fellow who never troubles trouble,
nor lets trouble trouble him. Newt is
kind-hearted and falls iu love easily when
he meets young Ladies. He has not been
an athlete. hut has won his fame
in other ways, namely, that of being a
successful member of the Glee Club, and a
"wind-jammer."
Here's to you, Newt. May success he
yours as you journey along through life.
and may you have no problems in your
way. which are harder for you to solve




"Success in life is determined by what you
do, not by what you .ski."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Sergeant; Captain. Columbian
Literary Societj : A IKE. ; Secretary and Treas-
urer, Vice-President Lancaster County Club
;
First Class Gunner, Howitzer Company, K.O.T.C,
Camp McClellan. Ala.
Four years ago the population of Lan-
caster hied out to hid a fond farewell to a
tall, lanky lad. This lad was none other
than "Sid." as we call him. who was leav-
ing for the Tiger Lair at Clemson. He
came here with tile side desire to fit him-
self for the electrical world, and in re-
-l se to his desire, immediately became
one of the disciples of "Clip" and "Slim."'
lie has created for himself a plane of pics
tige along these lines as well as along
others. However, as time has passed.
Sid's aspirations have shifted and now he
plans to enter Uncle Sam's Army when he
is finished. lie has always been efficient
in his military duties at school.
To know Sid is indeed a pleasure ; he be-
lieves in a square deal for every man. Al-
though he has the army for his goal, he
never allows this to detracl his attention
from other vital considerations. Prom
all indications he has found something at
Winthrop that inspires him to always rush
for the evening mail.
Here's luck to you, Sid.








Private; Private; Private; First Lieutenant. Pres-
ident Belton City Club ; Member Anderson County
Club; Member Cadet Band tour years; Member
Senior Dancing Club; Rifle Marksman, K.O.T.C.,
Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Strick !" ;mcl a singular personality
smiles in recognition of the chummy nick-
name. Not talented along any one line,
yet he is slighted along none. A well-
rounded, broad minded character that
keeps his cosmopolitan ideas well within
the bounds of reason. Not overambiti-
ous, yet inspired to success by the lash of
duty, self-respect and love of family, he is
bound to succeed. Paul is cheerful, witty,
and has a smile for all wl he greets.
He is slow tu anger, having a fiery temper
well controlled. All these elements are
interwoven in him. making him the attrac-
tive fellow that he is and winning fur him
a host (if friends that will stick to hint tu




"II hat I must do is what concerns me not
what people think."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
Vice-President Aiken County Club; Senior Danc-
ing Chili; Secretary and Treasurer A.I.E.E.
;
Taps Staff. ';!« ; Historian Sophomore Class; R.O.
T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
It was in the fall of '22 that Harry,
better known tu his many friends as "Sis."
hade the fair ladies of Aiken good-bye and
boarded the train for Tigertown. It is
well that "Sis" chose to he one of "Crip's"
desciples, for the Electrical World is badly
in need of a man to fill the place of Stein-
metz. We predict that the Electrical
World will make way for Sis.
Now Sis is just an all-round ;; 1 fellow.
a true friend, and a loyal Tiger. His
friendly disposition, pleasing personality,
and willing hand have won for him a host
of friends at ('lemson. With such charnc
teristiCS as these nothing hut success could
he his.
We believe in you. Sis. for a man of
your ability and good traits is certain of
success. .May Clemson he proud of you






"Nulli sapere casu obtigil.
No man lvas ever wise by chance."
TEXTI LE EN GIN E E KING
PRIVATE BAND
Member Textile Society; Member Laurens Count]
ciuli ; Member Sophomore, Junior and Senior
Dancing ( luiis ; Member ('Iran Sleeve Club;
Cadet Hand four years; R.O.T.C, Camp McClel-
lan. Ala.
Herman has never s,,uj;ht the fickle
praise of the mass. He lives the "Id pro-
verb that « 1 1 1 i » - 1 waters flow deep. lie has
sought quiet, true friendships ami his
search has been bountifully prosperous.
He levels in good literature, ami his wide
reading lias given him an exceedingly broad
view of life. Keen of perception. witty,
impartial in opinions. and delightfully
frank, he is possessed of a quiet culture
that captivates friends but never offends
the uninformed observer.
Spot friendships are often blasted on
better acquaintance, but the reverse is true
of Herman. The transient nature of his
humor, the biting delicacy of bis criticisms
may not be fully appreciated at first con-
tact. To enjoy him most one must con-
tinually plumb the depths of his pleasing
personality.
ALBERT JEROME THACKSTON, Jr.
Orangeburg, S. ('.
"Never let your looks interfere with your
education."
ELECTIUCAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; First Lieu-
tenant. Secretary and Treasurer Orangeburg
Count] ('lull ; President Orangeburg County (lull
;
First Sergeants Club; Member Senior Dancing
Club; A.I.E.E. ; Square and Compass Club;
Marksman R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Thax" claims Orangeburg as bis metro-
polis, and he is proud of his city and she
should be proud of him. He is one of the
most popular members of his class: "Such
popularity must be deserved," The boys
who know •'Thax." and there are many, re-
cognize in him the qualities of the highest
type of mankind. He is a good sport,
read] to give or take, never grouchy, and
always smiling.
Thax has given his attention to the
whirl and hum of the dynamo, ami from all
indications, he will some day shock the
world.
With the determination and ability that
is his. Thax will easily succeed in his
chosen profession. The Class of '26






Mayesville, S. » !.
"II hut I must do is all that concerns me,
not a hut people think,
'
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant.
Chemistry Science Club; Senior Dancing Club;
Member '25"Tiger" statt ; Sumter County Club ;
Junior-Senior Decoration Committee; R.O.T.C.,
Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Tommie," comes to us from the city
whose very name holds a thrill for him,
and whose social life stands idle with open
arms to receive again its inspiring leader
who <ast his lot with us in "22. Henry
won a scholarship in Agriculture, but since
he did not wish t<> become a tiller of the
soil, he soon decided to specialize in a line
which he calls, and somewhat pompously,
Agricultural Chemistry, hut which we
simply call "a line." Call it whatever you
will, he does not in i ixl, for hi' has very de-
finite ideas ami ideals for his future in
life. What more could we wish for yon.
Tommie, than that your future he filled
with the success of your ideas and ideals





/// honest heart and true lore is all that
life has to offer."
AGRONOMY
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant.
Member Ommatidae Society; Member Agricultural
Societj : Corresponding ami Recording Secretar-
ies Agricultural Society; .Member Columbian Lit-
erarj Societj ;Corresponding Secretary and Vice-
President Columbian Literary Society ; Secretary
and Treasurer Greenwood County Club ; Sharp-
shooter Machine Gun; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan,
Ala.
Harold, a boy of true worth and sterling
character, whose words are bonds, whose
oaths are oracles, whose love is sincere,
and whose thoughts are immaculate, came
to Clemson in the fall of '22 seeking a
higher form of education.
You may know him by his neatness, his
sincerity, his great amount of energy, his
steadfastness. and his gentlemanly con-
duct. Harold looks upon life seriously
enough to make the proper choice, ami
lightly enough to he happy. lie is an
ardent admirer of the fair sex. and while
they all seem to fall for him. there seem-
to he niie who reigns supreme over his
heart.
With his superior mental ability, his
Stable character, his winning personality,
and his high ambitions, Harold is sure to
be a victor in life's battles. We predict





"Choose that which is best and custom will
make it the most agreeable."
HORTICULTURE
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant
Scrub Baseball; Horticultural Society; Secretary
Agricultural Society; Calhoun Literarj Society;
Member Junior and Senior Dancing chilis; R.O.
T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.; Member Allendale
County Club.
"I'. II." came to Clemson with the inten-
tion of taking "Bull," but realizing thai he
had failed to choose the best course, he
changed to Horticulture. He is an ex-
cellent scholar, and we predict for him a
great future as one of our leading horti-
culturists.
He is a sincere friend
charming personality and
he has won for himself a wide scope of
friends. Tison is the same friend today,
tomorrow, and whenever you see him.
He always wins a host of friends wherever
'" goes. He never says much about his
experience with the fairer sex, but we pre-
dict that there is one waiting his return,
when they will take tlie final step.
We are looking for great things from
you, P. H. Life holds for you a great





J< >SK1>II AUGUSTUS TODD
Starr. S. ( '.
"To seek; to strive; and not to yield."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. Mem-
ber Calhoun Literarj Society; Member A.S.M.E.
;
Member Jail Birds Club; Member Anderson
Count] Club ; Member Clean Sleeve Club
This young lad is (Jus. another of those
shining satelites of Stair. He came to
Clemson in the Fall of '22, and after much
thinking tin dl\ cast his lot with tic
Mechanical Engineers. It is believed by-
all that this man will make a success he-
cause of the intense interest he shows in
his work.
(Jus has made many friends during his
stay al Clemson. He is a true friend, a
loyal Tiger, and is always willing to help
anj who may he in need. It matters
not how hard the problem may he. he al-
ways has stuck lo it until it was finished.
Luck to you, (ins. May your future he






"tilesseil is he who expects nothing, for he
shall never be disappointed."
ARCHITECTURE
Priv-.te Privati Private Sinlor Private Al c
ber Architectural Society; Radio Club; Jail Birds
Club; Sumter County Club; Sophomore Dancing
Club; President and Vice-President Dramatic
Club; Clean Sleeve Club; Member Beaux Arts
Institute of Design; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan,
Ala.
Lee, a boy from the Gamecock City,
came to us four years ago to gain know-
ledge in architecture. If seems as if he
has gained it, for he lias already snatched
a prize from nearly six hundred architects,
by means of a splendid drawing. Keep it
up, old man, you're doing splendidly. He
is planning a trip to France to study next
year—whether his wife is going or not, we
can't say—she had better. Oh yes. he is
married—tough luck girls!
History repeats itself, therefore Michael




"ITurse than a quitter is a man who is
afraid to begin, for defeat is the lack of
courage to try."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private: Private; Private; Second Lieutenant.
C ilhoun Literal', Society Friendship Council
Bible Class Leader; R.O.T.C. Camp McClellan,
Ala.
In the fall of '22. "Pop" migrated from
the metropolis of Clifton and cast his lot
at Clemson. He registered with the
"Ags" and we now find him an outstanding
member of the •Educations" and a devot-
ed disciple of Tsukiyama. During his so-
journ of four years, "Pop" has won a
warm place in the hearts of his many
friends. A loyal Tiger he is and when
once known he is always liked because of
his pleasing personality and sterling char-
acter. He is a hard worker and has ac-
complished great things in both the scho-
lastic and social world, judging from
the amounl of bis correspondence and bis
ipiaint expressions about love affairs, we
believe that the near future must bold for
him one joyous moment, when he shall
confer the M. K. S. degree upon some fair -
damsel.
With (hose tiaiis of promptness, kind
heartedness, and sympathy, we predict for
him a happy and prosperous future.






Spartanburg, S. < '.
"God and the world lores a fighter -not the
kind that n ill bravely lie down mid die,
but the kind that u ill fight like hell to live."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain. Spartan-
burg County Club; Textile Society; Jail Birds
Club; Rifle Team; R.O.T.C, Camp Plattsburg
I!,macks. \. V. ; Pistol Marksman, Rifle and
Aut atic Rifle Sharpshooter; Second Corps \n-a
l: o.T.r. Rifle Tea. n. Camp Perry, Ohio, '25
"Trim," the lad who hails from a well
known city of South Carolina, arrived at
Clemson with the determination to be-
come a leader in the Textile [ndustrj
Early in his career he departed from this
idea and became a disciple of Mat Pear-
son. Trim has reallj accomplished won-
ders along this line, in that he is one of
the besl rifle marksmen in school. He
had the honor of representing Clemson
at Camp Perry, Ohio. This, is some-
thing t<> be proud of.
Trim had more than one thing in his
cap when he wenl north in the summer
of 1925. He claimed thai he was going
to Plattsburg. but the truth of the matter
is that he went for the purpose of serins
a certain young lady in Brooklyn.
Now, Trim, as each of us depart to our
many walks of life, you carry memories
Of each of your fellow class-mates, ami
the assurance that the sfaj;e will he sel
for you to enter a state of matrimonial
bliss.
GEORGE EDWARD TURNER, Jr.
Anderson, S. ( '.
"Think before you make a promise, then
keep it."
ENGINEERING INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Sergeant; Senior Private. Mem-
ber Columbian Literarj Society ; Secretarj and
Treasurer Electric Citj Club, '25; Member A.S.
M.E : Member Anderson County club; R.O.T.C.
Camp McClellan, Ala.
"I'M." came to Clemson in the fall of
'21 from the Electric City, and has since
been busy in the acquirement of higher
[earning. After two years, however, he
was forced to stop out and work a year
before i ipleting his college career.
This did not deter him from his purpose,
and the next year he came hack to finish
the work that he had started. This
shows what kind of a man he has proved
himself to be, for it takes a lot of "stick-
ability" to do what he lias done.
"Ed." is the kind of man that everyone
is proud lo know—honest, reliable, like-
able, and in all things a real gentleman.
These traits of character have made him
well liked by all who know him. and we







"Fight with every ounce of strength until
the final whistle; but then, if defeat comes
your way -meet it with a smile.''
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; First Sergeant; First Lieu-
tenant. Block "(' club; President Block "C"
Club, '2."i ; Athletic Council; President Barnwell
Count} Club; A.S.C.E. ; President A.S C E., '2:.;
Vice-Prcsiden! First Sergeants Club; Sophomore
Honor Council; Vice-President Sophomore Class;
Jail Birds Club; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
This "steel man" left Blackville in the
lull of 1922 to journey to Tigertown.
After arriving ho donned a football uni-
form and started out to make his bloclf
"•'." Ho showed up fine in 1923 and was
a member of the South Carolina state
Championship Team. lie has been a verj
valuable member of the team, always show-
ing the fighting spirit.
lie chose the Civil Engineering course as
his college work, and it is very likely that
he will succeed in life, as he has here.
Winning the hearts of the ladies has
been his side hobby, and from all appear-
ances lie has succeeded well.
Ho never moots a Stranger nor fools lost
at any time. lie adapts himself to his
surroundings and enjoys himself.
I [e is i i II v fi Lsndly m:1 : as\ sort of
follow to gel along with. The class of
'•_'(! sees no reason why he should not have
much success in the future. Host wishes
and good luck to you, Otey.
JOHN KICK WATSON
Batesburg, S. ('.
"Mine honor is my lije; both grown into one
Take honor from me. anil my lite is done."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. Sec
rotary and Treasurer Lexington County Club;
President Twin City Club; Secretary and Treas-
urer Twin City Club; ASM K ; Clean Sleeve
Club; Wade Hampton Literals SocietJ ; R.O.T.C.,
Camp McClellan. Ala
Batesburg-] sville High School suffer-
ed a great loss in l!>
-
_"_' and Clemson made
a great gain. John came to us with the
determination to delve into the many mys-
teries of steam and Mechanical Engineer-
ing. He has worked persistentlj toward
the attainment of the high ideal ho lias
and has received the reward which we all
covet. Work has twit entirely taken up
the time of John, for he has kept up a
heavy correspondence with certain favored
ones id' the fairer sex. Which of them is
the most successful wo are not certain, but
one will surely win soon.
John, we shall miss you greatly next
year, but we can hoar our loss by remem-
bering that the world yvill lie greatly hot
lored by you. Here's to you and hoping
that you yvill ho as successful in the future






'7>V what \nii i rally are."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Corporal; Regimental Supplj Sergeant;
Captain. V.M.C.A. Cabinet Member; Vice-Presi-
denl v.M.c.A.. '26; Bible (lass Leader; Member
Friendship Council : Recording Secretary, Corre-
sponding Secretary, Junior Literarj Critic, Presi-
dent, Winner Declaimer's Medal, Calhoun Liter-
arj Society; Recording Secretary and Chaplain
of Agricultural Society; Sumter County Club;
Sharpshooter Machine Gun, R.O.T.C, Camp Mc
Clellan, Ala.
To I"' a friend of "Queen's" is indeed to
be a fortunate person, for no truer friend
could anyone have. His magnetic per
sonality and his determination to stick to
the elevating things of life, have made for
him a record of which he may be justly
proud. II" is the kind of fellow who says
little hut thinks much.
Queen's interest in and loyal support of
all Tiger Athletic teams has been outstand-
ing in his career. His loyally to them
has I n surpassed only by the loyalty
which he has shown to his friends. He is
also completely effused with an over-
whelming interest in religious activities.
Your fellow-students wish for you future
success ami happiness and a Ions and plea-
sant life. Your pure as gold qualities of
promptness, perserverance, ami frankness
never fail to win their way in the jiinic of
life.
JOSEPH ELMER \\"KSTI'.l'KY
<: 'getown, S. ('.
"Oh! would some Power the Giftie give us
In s,c ourselves as others see us."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant Major; Major. Pres
[dent Georgetown County Club. '26; First class
M ichine Gunner, R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
Unwavering adherence to high principles
and altruistic tendency have won for
"Whistleberry" a host of friends during his
sta.\ of four years in the army under the
-in lance .f tu stn-th I ) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ;-. fad is
Perhaps these two leaders gave him his
military aspiration; perhaps he acquired
them from some other source; but regard
less of the source he is inclined to be
soldierly, ami as a result of his diligent
labor, he has been awarded and now wears
a diamond on his shoulder —a decoration
that we all envy. Evidently this decora-
tion attracts the fair sex of the neighbor-
ing towns, because .1. 10.. has got the habit
of heading for the mountains around W'al-
halla every week-end. When he has per-
suaded some Mill.' girl to change her name
to W'esthury. we intend to borrow his dia-






"// you do not want to be criticised, say
nothing, do nothing, and be nothing."
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Private; Corporal; Drum Major; First Lieu-
tenant. Member Palmetto Literary Societj : Secre-
tary Palmetto. '2a, Literary Critic. '2ii ; Winner
Declaimers' Medal, '23; Member First Sergeants
Chili; Sophomore Honor Council; Member Agri-
cultural Society; Member Chemistry club; Mem-
ber Chester County club; Member Sopho-
more, Junior anil Senior Dancing Clubs; R.O.T.C..
Camp McClellan, Ala. ; Glee Club.
"Doc" is n loyal Tiger, a good soldier,
and a true friend. He hails from the
"Power City." He has made ;i host of
friends since coming to "Tigertown." Be-
cause of his big heart, his optimistic atti-
tude, and his cheerful personality, he will
be remembered long among his classmates.
Doc decided to east his lot with the
chemists, and for the past four years he
has been chasing molecules all over the
Chemistry Building. Being a capable
student, iie generally "shouts" the profs for
a "row of test I lilies."
All that we predict for you, Doc, is a
bright future. May some fair damsel
steer your ship of life into the port of
happiness.
Luck in you, lb"— a real honest-to-
goodness gentleman.
but
JAMES QUILLA WRAY, Jr.
York. S. C.
"Life is not a goblet to be drained.
measure to lie filled."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant-Major ; Captain.
Freshman Football ; Varsity Football. '-'.' 25 :
Vice-President Senior Class ; Sophomore, Junior
and Senior Dancing Clubs; Secretary and Treas-
urer Senior Dancing Club; A.I.E.E. ; First Class
Gunnei Howitzer, R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan,
Ala. ; Block "C" Club.
In "Jake" we have a man who does not
aggressively push himself on anyone. He
has til ways striven to bring honor to his
Alma Matei'. ami to support anything that
served to make the Class of '26 one of
which we might be justly proud. He is a
boy of sterling character, a friend on whom
you ina.\ depend, and a gentleman in everj
sense of the word.
On entering Clemson, .lake cast his lot
anions the chasers of electrons. He has
the distinction of never having infuriated
"Crip's" "Giant."
.lake expects to sail the sea of electrical
waves, ami we predict a safe voyage for
his ship "Success" with such a competent






// hen duty and pleasure conflict, let your
conscience be your guide."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Senior Private. Vice-
President Fairfield County Club; Member A.I.
E.E.; first Class .Machine Gunner, R.O.T.C.,
Camp McCIellan, Ala.
< Mi a bright September morning in the
fall of '--. there was ;i braying of asses,
lowing of cattle, yelping of dogs, and every-
thing seemed gloomy and dismal in Shel-
inii when "Lanky" boarded the train for
Clemson. Lanky was tired of chasing boll
weevils al borne, so he decided to help
"('rip'* chase electrons, he became < >n<' of
•( "rip's" most able disciples.
Lanky is in every sense of the word a
man. Onlj those who know him best can
fully appreciate the character and manli-
ness of this youth. He has acquired a host
of friends because of his genteel manner,
cheerful countenance, and a willingness to
lend ,-i helping hand.
Judging l>y his success during the four
years ai school, we feel safe in predicting
that he will attain that success in life for
which he is striving.
OTTO FRANK ZAGORA
Charlotte. X. ( '.
"Be true i<i your own conscience, ns there
is nn better guide?
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
PRIVATE HAM)
A.S.M.E. ; Member Concert Orchestra : The Seven
Jungaleers, '-'; : Baptist Orchestra; Cosmopolitan
Club; ."Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs; R.O.
T.C., Camp McCIellan, Ala.: Rifle Team. -y< :
Kifle Marksman.
otto entered Clemson as an artist, and
departing leaves his mark indelibly en-
graved in I he annals of musical accom
plishment. lie is possessed of a true
artistic temperament which manifests it-
self in his precision and unflagging at-
tention to details. Not only has Otto been
a bolster in all of ('leinson's musical or-
ganizations at one time or ; ther. hut he
has delved fruitfully into our social life.
Temperamental, precise, talented, and con-
genial, are t'oiu- adjectives that aptly des-





Just as July 4, 1776 will always be remembered as the date of birth of that great
class of people—Americans, just so is September 6, 1922 important as the birthday
of the Class of '26.
After having been gathered into the arms of dear old Clemson from all nooks
and corners, we were promptly informed that each of our 350 members should and,
no doubt, would have his turn at being at least a President of the country. Such state-
ments had very little resistance in being readily absorbed by us, as the Sophomores
had already removed the hair and it seemed that our "domes" furnished otherwise
quite desireable conditions for the growth and development of anything—either
notions or hair. With the thought of our abilities foremost in our minds we grimly
set to work. Though the upper class men lowered our estimation of self somewhat,
our aspirations were not dimmed. By sticking on doggedly we finally developed to
that enviable stage of sophistication.
Our second year was little different from that of any other class. We believed
in the old adage of "spare the broom and spoil the rat." Having the good of Clem-
son at heart, it was our sincere desire to straighten out these men; thus our drastic
actions if "drastic" they may be called. But we found time for more than this one
phase of Clemson life, for our class was well represented both on the athletic field
and in other college activities. There were no especially bright stars at that time, but
the class as a whole was above the average.
Running true to life, our Junior year found us developing into a more sober-
minded group. We had passed the "wise-fool" stage and everyone seemed to realize
that it was time for him to be thinking of the more important things of life. Though
we began the scholastic year with about two-thirds our original number, our class
was reduced to about one-half, because of a quite regrettable occurrence.
An even smaller group began the Senior year, but these entered with the resolve
to make up with quality that which was lacking in quantity. Our actions during this
time we shall always remember with pleasure. The management of the corps was
turned almost entirely over to us and we began, what we sincrely hope will be a
wonderful success, in the form of a Tiger clan. We expect the development ot this
organization to lie of even greater importance than the adoption of the honor system
or any other similar action of the past.
And now as we think of t lie lime when we shall receive our much coveted "sheep-
skins", may we realize that we have received only the theory of life—the application
of which rests solely in our hands. Indeed this will be a commencement day.
And now, dear reader if he notion strikes you that we have favored ourselves
unduK in the analysis of our past, kindly take into consideration the fact that, though
we realize our class is not the only one. it is to us the greatest class ever at Clemson.







































































Honea Path, S. C.
G. S. Buie


































































Ri-idsi illc. S. C.













Sandy Springs, S. C.
H. S. GlLMORE





































































































































II edgefield, S. C.
H. L. Rasor
Donalds. S. C.
































































Holly Hill, S. C.
C. M. Turner





















sV C. P. West
Greenville, S. C.
. \\ . Yarborough











The curtain now falls at the end of the third act of our
rehearsal of the play of life. Just one more act before the end
of our college career. If we carry our parts out well, college
life will then be a success to each individual of the class of
"Jolly ' Juniors. Through the many hardships we have plod-
ded thus far, crushing the various obstacles in our path, and
becoming better fitted each year to overcome the difficulties
that may confront us in later years. Many have fallen from
the ranks of the class of '27, leaving a relatively low percent-
age to fill the vacated files of the "class of dignity.'
Our greatest achievement was the establishment of a
foundation for student government. The class of '27, as Soph-
omores, made the first step towards planting the needed gov-
ernment by the students which will undoubtedly grow to be
one of the milestones on the road to a greater Clemson. The
success of Uiis movement will mean more marked class rec-
ognition than now exists. May we all live to see the success
of the seed we have just sown.
In student activities our class has been well represented.
While we have not been so well represented in football, our
standing in other fields of athletics have more than made up
for this deficit. The Juniors rank among the best in baseball,
track, tennis, and cross-country. Our place in literary so-
cieties is unquestionable. Members of the Junior class
always serve as the center of action in literary work.
The many hardships in the past three years have only
served to strengthen our determination to fill the last year with
higher and greater achievements. Endowed with the undying
"Tiger Spirit", we stand with three years of success to look
back upon, and ready to begin our last year of college life
with a determination that is sure to result in success.












Surress, I J. Ca\o, J .£> £TampbeU, T.A. Campbell, M.M £amb\ee, ft B.
^rt«r H.M. dTarter, ST Cartaf, W.H. • efhandler, i-.D. ^Lack.W.H
^l«i-ka. J.H (Toko-, W T. ^"oeptr, P.F Ccr\e</ , -S.g? ^>v'mgfot». J.B.

















(S*dfr<2y, A.5. ^Srcert, <T.C? ^Sriffiri/H.dr. £ioy, J.M. Horte, A.W.





H.E J«rdort,J.A. Kellv, W.d". Killm^awar+k.HM. Kircg J.L.
One Hundred Fifteen
ommmmmmsm&mmM®
WdiiHJ.G. H*<j\o«e.,T.F M? Gown., J.f 'M f<T«w««i •?•*<• K)'N)cekan,P.D.
WP*;l jw.
iifli
Major, 3.M- Marl,>(., W. i .. Manner; W
F5fcf* J
H/ic 1 1 mulr r<l Sixteen
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Philpot CP. Plylcr, D.R PicVetis,&.0 ffees HF
Jaaber/i,\U.H(. Jhaefer.W.R. JShtlle/, L.W .Sliota-, J.O
fm- lliimlrril Eighteen
5Hull,W6.
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Wlwlley. E.W. Wdilden. J.E. Wilsere. 6.V.
Wi^^iris, L.E. Wylie.A.P Williams. 6.P Williams, H.T. Williams, J.5.




On September 8, 1925. about three hundred of the '23-
'24 Freshman class, now proud Sophomores, arrived at Clem-
son. We diought, alter completing the "rat class' with its
many interruptions, such as answering "rat-newboy" calls,
our sailing for the next year would be comparatively easy.
We soon realized, however, that we were sadly mistaken, for
we learned that Sopohomore means suffermore.
We soon became the target of demerits handed out so
generously by Colonel Douglass and the Napoleonic Major
\\ estbury. Although we considered ourselves the most chick-
en-hearted bunch of Sophomores that ever represented the
second year class at Clemson, the Freshmen mingled with us
only when it was absolutely necessary.
We lound our lessons extremely dilhcult this year, and
those who mount the Junior Ship next fall will be the sun i\al
of the fittest.
It is with much pride thai we boasl ol having several
men on the Tiger Eleven. Il is quite a feat for a Sophomore
to make a letter in any branch ol athletics, especially football,
and although the Tigers lost quite a lew games this year,
these boys did their best and we are expecting great things ol
diem next fall.
Last year we were Freshmen. Phis year we are Sopho-
mores. Next year, by the grace of the professors and some
hard work, we hope to be Juniors.


























On the first day of September there assembled on the historic and in-
spiring campus four hundred and one strange faces. Four hundred were
to be the members of the Freshman class and one to be the new President.
Each and everyone was a true Tiger, waiting to be tried. The example our
President has set has been an inspiration to us and we shall strive to bear our
responsibility as he has borne his.
We adopted the Honor system as one of the traditions of the college,
and may we live up to it in the future as in the past. We, the largest class in
the history of the college, elected the following officers: Pearman, President;
Marshall, Vice-President; Moorer, Secretary and Treasurer; and Evnas,
Historian.
To write a history of this class and not to mention the Freshman football
team would be an injustice. Every member of the team covered himself with
glory and no truer bunch of "Tiger Whelps" ever wore a Clemson uniform.
In closing let us not forget those of us who may some day achieve great-
ness. That there may be some day many of these to bring glory to their Class
and their Alma Mater, is our sincere wish.
Knowing that they shall never forget where their greatness came from
—the association of fellow classmen. We, the members of this class, wish to
each other our love and may God speed them on their way to their life's goal.













































































































I'K A. I .
Gamble, .1. I>.

































Holla M), W. G.
I low i.e. R. XL
Ill (,(,INs. I,. II.
I Mis, (.. < '.






















































Mays, \\ . E.
YIeaues, G. A.


































































Si o\n, B. F.
Si oan, .1. I).
Smith, 11. A.
Smi i ii. R. L.
Smoak, II. II.
Smoak, K. A.
Snowden, II. i ',.
Si \t.\. S. X .
Steele. XX. II.








































XX HITTEN, S. E.
Whittle, C. <.'.
Whilder, \. It.






XX ILSON, I. C.
Wilson, X. L.
XVingo, 1). L.
XX ise, C. T.
XX HAM, .1. H.
Wood. J. K.
Wray. XX. J.
XX KM. III. C. I).
YARBROI Gh, li. \. .
Yoi nc, E. X.
Yonce, E. G.
One Hundred Tn fni i -Si \
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G. I. FlNKLEA Colonel
W. J. DOUGLASS Lieutenant Colonel
J. E. Westbury Major
E. R. Alexander Major
E. M. Sallev Major
J. B. Caughman Captain
W. W. Bryan Captain
W. R. Roy Captain
E. H. Jordan Captain
T. G. Jackson Firsj Lieutenant
J. M. Law fVrs/ Lieutenant
F. B. Leitzsey Fz'r.s/ Lieutenant
J. H. Baker Master Sergeant
L. A. Seaborn Master Sergeant
C. C. Newman Co/or Sergeant
J. A. Warren Co/or Sergeant
F. J. FlSHBURNE 5/*. Sergeant Major
R. H. Mitchell Bn. Sergeant Major




Cadet Colonel G. I. Finklea
One Hundred Thirty in o
Q)mm^^^m&m^mkm^^
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\li>^ \\ II .son. Regimental Sponsor
One Hundred Thirty-Three
®m^$@^i^W%^^WM®































\li--s Alexander. First Battalion Sponsor
One Hundred Thirty-Nine
m&^mmmm&mm®
Capt. J. Q. Wuav First Lieut. B. M. Smith First Lieut. A. J. Thackston
l/sjj
Company "A"
J. Q. Wray, Captain
First Lieutenants: Thackston. A. J.
Second Lieutenants: HlNSON, H. S.
Smith,
McGee, -E.
D. H. Ross, First Sergeant
\ Brock. J. L. Gibson. D. A. Kershaw. J.
Sergeants
j Russell. H. E. Sams, R. O
Corporals s Davidson. L. S. Saddler. J. K. Green. C. D. McCutJ
1
i Pickens. R. 0. Glaze. C. H. Sanders. H. I. Waller. P. F
Privates
Graves, G. S. Parker. G. F. Smith, T. I
Hawkins, .1. V. Pearman. F. E. m ai.i.im;^ W.
Hayden, T. .1. Pearman, S. D. Stance) H. G
Henderson, L. N. Porcher, P/. G. Sumner. J. F.
Jackson, L. S. , Powers, G. F. Tiu lock. C. N.
Kirklamj, R. C. Rogers, S. H. ,j \ Trulock. R. N.









V^ i K-. R. G.
Barr. C. M.
BaTM>\. .1. P.
Bi nvi.it. \\. M.
BOI KMl.HT. L. S.




< !o< hi; \\. J. H.
Culler. F. Y
Davis, G. Y
l)\\ i-. S. < !.
)i hose
:





Ross, T. M. : Trusdale. E. \.
RYKARft, R. H., IVVANBlvf^E. H.
SHEiLEy. L. Wrv Wtdljasj>. A.
Shore. F \\ . \\ 1 1 1 n m s.%G^P,
T
\ W ILLS0X G3
^^ *\<@r$^ftt 7All W/
Capt. H. C. Coleman First Lieut. W. A. White Fir.st Lieut. W. A. Shands
Sergeants
First Lieutenants: Shands, W. A. Win
Second Lieutenants: Foster, R. M. S\i\ti
L. Parler, First Sergeant
Hicks, M. H. James, J. H.
/ Stoudamire, H. J,. Cane, R.
Corporal:
Allison, H. M. Bell, S. L.
/ Jones, J. A. Parker, W. E.
Privates
Anderson, 0. S. Daniel, G. T. Gable, J. V.
Anderson, C. E. Davis, B. W. Gandy, V.
Anderson, T. C. Dickenson, G. M. Galloway, .1. C
Bishop, W. A. Duffey, H. W. Guy, J. W.
Dunlap, 0. P. Guy, J. H.












MpoR# L. B< i
N^RRfe. J. £ f/
l/^
Earley, E. B. Gilmore, H. S. \ Pappue. \vl I
Edwards, T. B. Henderson,^Wv41. /Patterson] %^
ESKE&, H. L. HUTCHINS, T. L. - ^L-YIiER, D.1
Evans, J. C. Hun.ter^ M. H. Kedfekn, W.












L. G. TRIMMIER, Captain
First Lieutenants: HENDRIX. S. H.
Second Lieutenants: BoYD. J. A. Earle,"JI
J. R. McTeer. First Sergeant
\ Hendricks, T. J. Youngblood, J
/ Caughman, E. M. Donaldson. J. H. F
\ Berry, L. E. Chandler, L. D. Dozier, J. P. E\die, M. D.













Carley, S. R. Kiksch, \Y. \.
F'ike, C. Jeffers, R.
Gray, W. S. Landon, H. R.
Gerrard, F. H. Martin, J.
Hardee, H. \F Martin, J. \.
'Gardee, J. H. McClellan, G.
Hart, L W. McNeace, J. C.
Hoke,/. M. Moore, P. P.
(Hitt/G. L. Nickles, \\. D.
Husbands, H. Parker, ;j. K.




\\ \i i. \< i.. 1!.
Webb. .1. \.
\\ ei.ch, E. V.
Rosamond, /j. E. / \\ in 1 1 -tom .. (;. I!.
H.M.m-. C.'H. White. L. B.
W. Sitolah, J. O.













Capt. J. B. McKerley First Likut. .1. E. Walker First Lieut. H. J. Bowles
pf^O






J. B. McKerly. Captain
First Lieutenants: Walker, J. E. Bowles. H. J.
Second Lieutenants: Hane, W. W. Hane, J. K.
J. W. Green, First Sergeant
Sergeants: Cureton, R. H. Rose. A. Hinnant, J. L. Scott, J. T.
Corporals
Cato. J. B. Clark,W. H. Fowler, B. R.




Adam, H. Dorn, T. E. Lineberger, C. H. Player, J. W.
Adams, J. L. Dowlinc, C. B. McGill, T. G. Player, ^. W.
Barton, C. R. Ervin, E. D. Marshall, L. E. . Reynolds, P. tfy
Barton, L. S. , Fercuson, T. F. Martin, C. R. vRichey, B. R.,-
Barton, W. S. J'Hammett, R. D. Moore, F. H. -_,






Blackvyell, J. D. , HendkIx, J. P.
3uie, G. S. Hi dsuv G. E,
H. S. Jeter, E. C.









Stevenson, M.\J3. ^Wq^dham, Iri&f
StONEI; G/MrA WlGGINV^/^





















Capt. S. F. Wells
- •* u.
First Lieut. J. A. Fewell Fiust Lieut. P. H. Tison
\1 1^> Ethel PAKLER^Sponsoi
o
Company E
S. F. Wells, Captain
First Lieutenants: Tison, P. H. Fewell. J. A.
Second Lieutenants: Brown. H. A. Smith. R. i
J. A. Milling, First Sergeant
Sergeants
Brodie, G. H. Cash, D. H. Marti*
Reynolds, C. M. Whilden. C. N.
Corporals
Boseman. J. C. Burgess, R. H. Covington, J. B.
Marchbanks, J. C. McPhail. J. W. Owen, S. G.
Privates
\ckkk. W. H. Chapman, A. H. Hanna, M. L
Alexander, D. O. Coain, J. A.














UJCH^IAN, J. M. GoOCE, W. J
Rittift, J.
Habrelson, 0. M. Kelly, W. G. Rose. \X . T.
Hane, H. T. I.everette. P. 1$. Tiencken, W. P.
Hane, A. W. Lomas, C. H. _To\vnsend. T. P.
Heard, L. M. . Long, L. S. Ti ten. \\ . L.
HERNDON, R. L. -^MlKELL, G, L. I tAUCH^^E.
Higgins, E. E. McKtME, W. J.^Absrfn^M. H.
Garrison, H. P. Humphries, C. J. Pruitt, W.-H. Wiel, Jtt3a^%










N. A. Garrison, Captain
First Lieutenants: Bvrd. H. I.. Sudlow
Second Lieutenants: Darby, J. M. TlNSLEY,
H. K. Brabham. First Serjeant
\ Anderson, R. D. Baker. W. L.
/ Pickelsimer, D. L.
Corporals
\1. Dargen, W. C. Jones, M. A





\ NDERSON, R. N.




Bl KRIS, L. J.
Byrd, .1. I..
Cheek, \ . L.








Heller, \\ . V.






















-v^Sheed,. J. G. i L
Holl/nd, W. G. McCalla. J. W. Srm.n. I. C.
Ho>ver. J. H. McAi.isteilL. C. Si iiiiki u»d, K. s^
M< Dow ell, H. K. Sri gki.y. D. C




Webb, E. V. H.
Willi a m>. T. L.
Wright. I.
First Lieut. C. B. Day First Lieut. R. A. Jackson
Company G
C. A. McGlLL. Captain
( or.r..
PRUfTC
First Lieutenants: Day, C. B.
Second Lieutenants: McCoRMAC, E. L.
C. P. West, First Sergeant
Sergeants
Adams. J. W. Earle, J. E. Little. T
Rocers. C. M. Smith. T. E.
Corporals
Crook. M. D. Hicks, J. R.




l>l.\IK\l \N. .1. M
Blitch, E. W.






Qopel \mi. T. H.
ClIUN. M. C.
DeLoach, R. C. Jones, L. E.













In I II HEN. T. W.
Levin, J. D.
Mn. i. i.k. II. S.
Mn u.K. T. C.
Rhodes, W. 'A.
SimpsoiI \Y. G. i






IIII II N, Sj. |]
1 1. 1 [iisfes, M. L.
\YllKKM\N. C. R.
WLLLIAMSTdN, J. W.
Mi I i ski .i. I. .1. Watson; L~ P..





Cai't. J. II. Sanders ;m Lieut. W. R. Ellioti First Lieut. J. R. Pauling
Company H
J. H. Sanders, Captain
first Lieutenants: Elliott, W. R. Paul^
Second Lieutenants: M VYFIELD, J. T. Pal
R. M. Marshall, First Sergeant
Sergeants
Aistin. P. B. McLeod, C. E. I!i;m i
Carter. T. H. Smoke. W. G.
Corporals
Bryce, G. T. Hightower. R. E. Cunningham, J. W







Ci lp. D. \
Dickm.n. R. W. |
Dxm i.n^. 0. \.
Dick. G. \\ .
Privates
Drake, T. F. Kjnsler, I". F.
Fennell, C. S. Kirklky. F. E.
Fleming, .1. M. Knotts, F. I.. Muni. K. I-'. Richusi>m>\, ( .. II.
Franklow, M. L. Lachicoate, F. \\ . Pvrm.u. < '.. L Stmi. S. \.
Hoke. G. M. Lance, C. C. IYi'h.u. B. II. Taylor..]. \1.
II.iih.i, J. H. Leitner, J. \. Pre»i.e\. (). K> Wa«^|W. T.






.1 (I.KKMIN. R. \. MC< JAIN.
KInard. F. W. \l. \hi
Pridmore, E\ Ov^Yar^j












Miss McLeod, Third Battalion Sponsor
One Hundred Fifty-Nine
aifiBPi^^^wifflo




L. C. Price, Captain
First Lieutenants: Davis, J. A. Roche, A. O. Second Lieutenant: II. L. Tho\i\^
R. H. Garrison. First Sergeant
Sergeants: Dobson, C. R. Lee. S. A. Massey, L. B. Page, W. Steu:\min. J
Corporals
Butt, C. E. Cuttino, B. H. Hi ix.kns. W. W. Killingsvyorth. II. \l.
Midki]•]•'. R. B. Thompson, Z. V. Whilden, J. E. Wylii;. A. I\
\.
Bailey, T. L. W. Carter, D. E.
Bi \nktt. W. T. Causey, H. C.
Bi nton, L. C. Causey, O. R.






( W.lliil \. R. G.







v i'|;im.kii. E. F
Ihom\m>>4 G.
\i:iiDKKv. A. B.
\ [MCENT, W. D










M (E. B. R.
Moore, R. J.
Mi hi; \h. E. S.
Norton, W. L/Vocel, L. J.
vPoe, H. t>. I
'
Wall, J. E.
Rogers, J. I Warner, H. I)
McGlone, T. F. -^Rocebs, W. M. \\^th
McGowan, J. F.
McGouw \\. \\.
Mmivfei v. C. R. Sherman, I".
M^EBTTBT P. F. Mil 111. U. \. UUl„) '*
LlLES, S. E.
McCracken. H. E. I\<M.I.I(~. .1. "i iALS ii. u.
OGERS \r l> 4^THEK94tDN. J. M
Seaborn. \\ . \l. U iirr.HT.:C. D. .»7
ShBBMAK; II. U.Xx y*'-— /-
Km
l/^ V-^f/w f J




W. A. Farmer, Captain
Hayden, E. C. Valentin
Sergeants
j CoRBETT; T Gillespie. S. L.
First Lieutenants: . Green, G. H. Jones, W
Second Lieutenants: Hawkins, C. E. Gilmer, F. S
A. C. Haskell, First Sergeant
Corporals
Dunlap, G. H. Fishburne, J. G. Lesesne, F. F.




























Uncford, C. H. Morton. E. H.







Nichols, P. \I. Stkadman. < !.
O'Quinn, J. D. Steei.k. M II
PlTTS_, I. S. StFjWMAX. L.
Price,. J. M. ', Turner. H.
1'ri itt. \. ^Tyler, R. T. i
N. w rc^
on. S. O. Whit
McColl, H. C. " ^Sander, L. L.I Wuxft











W. S. STEWMAN, Captain
First Lieutenants: EPTING, J. C. STEER,,
Second Lieutenants: McGraw, L. C. Tren
W. J. Berry, First Sergeant





Bickley, B. I, Carter, W. H. Herring, W. H. II vkkkl. J. C
Mealing, J. P. Martin, S. P. Stevenson, R. C. Stoppleb'ein, H. E.
Privates
Anderson, J. B. Faulkenberry, G. E. Knopf, B. A. Moore, J. N
Beam. F. \. Gantt, J. H.
Camp, W. J. Goff, H. B.
















Lesseman, W. F. Norton, E. L.
LlTTLEJOHN, H. A. ODELL, W. R.
Mangum, W. S. Oliver, E. F.
Martin, E. B. Owenc, W\ B.
Martin, L. K. Partridge, J. E. '(
SPELLING. R|N.





Miller, P. L. Quattlebaum,'W|. M. Williams, H. L.
Millford, T. C.
Mitchell, W. E. Roth. 1 ^^^i^o
Mears. G. \.
MuijW|/D
\*\Jt\ l LtMU !V1 , VV . IVl. VV 1U4-1 A Vl>, II.
RlBGpwAXs E. I. ff Wright. J. S.
limn L Vn¥*bMouch, H
Sharp. H. I). Voi




C\i'i. JJ. First Lieut. T. L. Bradley Fihst Lieut. J. E. Cudd
-v
Company "M"










First Lieutenants: T. L. BRADLEY
Second Lieutenants: J. B. Hester
J. K. Avent, First Sergeant



















Courtney, J. H. Hall, B. M,
CuTTINO,;D. S. HlCCINS, B. C.
Cutting. W. H. Johnson. W. P.
Dui>. H. L. JfowERS.il. C
Dial. W. A. Koon^O. B.
Dill. T. E. . KLUfTH, W. W.
UpTINGj E. I.. Ijm.l.loHV J. E.
^ , sffifli
Mercer, C. N. Presslki,







SextoS, E> W. ; /'/Whetsell. J. A.







Capt. I). R. Erc I'ii: i Lieut. H. E. Gaffnf.i Firsi Lieut. P. Stricki
MlSS THELMA EkR.1 . S/intism
•
Bana
1). R. Ergle, Captain
J. R. Cooper, Drum Major
Sergeants
Brown, W. C. Cromer. L. E
Corporals



































W \LSH, [ji| Aj
\\ n.i.iwrs, .1. S.
Wll.-HN. V. I..
I Woodward, M. U.
Stevenson, N. WJ Zagor^tQ. I
\Swene,y. R. L. I 'V
Taylor. W. H.
l
kst Lieut. E. T. S mi i ii
Drum and Bugle Corps
E. T. Smith. First Lieutenant
Commander
L. C. Sykes, Sergeant
Corporals





Ci i.i.i m. F. E.
Davis, I!. R.
1)1 RST, \\. P.










\\ I I II! I(s|><>()
Wright, C.,w
Purvis E. K.








WJ. -D^ry J. K. f\sl*n\
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G. I. Finklea (Captain)—Tackle. 176 Pounds
Freshman Football '22; Varsity Football "23. '24, 25.
Captain Gary Finklea has been, in his foot-
ball experience at Clemson, an All-State end
of unexcelled ability, a tackle of much power
and the leader of a fighting team. In 1924,
"Fink" was the outstanding end of South Caro-
lina football, and it was only natural that he
should be chosen Captain of the 1925 eleven.
H. J. Bowles—Center. 175 Pounds
Freshman Football '22; Varsity Football "23. '24, 25.
Julian Bowles is the man who was the bul-
wark in the middle of the Tiger line. He was
undoubtedly one of the strongest linesmen of
South Carolina football during the season. He
was the only man on the Clemson team to receive
an all-state vote.
W. R. Roy—Tackle. 184 Pounds
Varsity Football '23, '24, '25
Wallace Roy, one hundred and eighty fout-
pounds of pure man, has proven to be a star
in every form of athletics in which he has par-
ticipated. It has always been taken for granted
that he would uphold his part of the line, and
he has done it. Wallace plays equally well
tackle, halfback or end.
J. K. Hane—Guard. 185 Pounds
Freshman Football '22; Scrub Football "23: Varsit)
Football "24, '25.
''Kit," started his football career as a lowly
rat. His Junior year he was promoted to the
varsity line. Not a flashy player, but a consistent
one, true sportsman, a determined player, a
worthy Tiger, an asset to any school or team.
J. E. Walker—Fullback. 175 Pounds
Freshman Football "22; Varsity Football "23, '24. '25.
"Otey," began hitting the line back, in his
Sophomore year and has never forgotten how.
If its the third down and three or four years to
go, "Otey" is the man to carry the ball for a
first down. Does he fail? You can count the




E. D. Palmer—Tackle. 186 Pounds
Freshman Football '22: Scrub Football '23; Varsity
Football '24, '25.
Having played Freshman and scrub football
in '22 and '23 respectively, Frog's ability was
recognized in "21 since that time he has in-
variably been on the field. Frog was one of
the old timers—a sixty minute man of Dutch
Tennant's class of fighting men.
J. A. Fewell—End. 165 Pounds
Freshman Football '22; Varsity Football '23. '24. 25.
The sight of Jack, making one of his catapult
ing tackles, is enough to gladden the heart of
any lover of good fighting and true sportsman-
ship. Jack played the game with his whole soul
and body. His like will never be seen again.
B. H. Cuttino—End. 140 Pounds
Freshman Football '24; Varsity Football '25.
"Little Man" has, in his first year of varsity
ball, sprung into prominence as an end. On
offence he gets his man, gets up and gets an-
other. And on defence he is in every tackle
make on his side of the line. When Cut'no adds
two more years of work to the start he has
made, he should make the world sit up.
J. Q. Wray—End. 158 Pounds
Freshman F ball '22; Varsity Football '23. '24. 25.
Jake Wray, the very incarnation of the fight-
ing spirit, has given to the limit of his power
and resources, for Clemson. Jake's idea of hap-
piness has been to be on the field, fighting
with the last ounce of his strength for his Alma
Mater. This year lie leaves a place on the squad
that will Iw hard to fill.
II. L. Eskevv—Halfback. 165 Pounds
Freshman Football '24; Varsity Football '25.
Bud came to Clemson with high reommenda-
tions and in his first year varsity ball has just-
lied the most extravagent predictions as to his
ability. Bud is a backfield man of brightest
promise, fast and elusive. The remaining two
years before him arc bright indeed.
One II mult < il \ inet) -Two
qmmwf^m&mmsmm?® ®
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W. W. Klugh. 140 Pounds
Freshman Football '22; Scrub Football '24; Varsity
Football '25.
"Woots" has made an enviable athletic re-
cord since he entered Clemson, taking a pro-
minent part in three sports. He leaves us this
year and it will be hard to find his equal for
speed, perseverence and general ability.
J. M. Fleming—Guard. 200 Pounds
Freshman Football '22; Varsity Football '23, '24, "25.
Here's a football player, every ounce of his
200 pounds is nothing else but just that.. Mam-
moth seemed to be at his best when defending
Clemson's goal line. We will remember him
as a real man who always fought his level best.
R. E. McConnell—Fullback. 165 Pounds
Freshman Football '24; Varsity Football '25.
"Mack"—the hard hitting fullback of the
Tigers—this the general idea that every one
has who had the opportunity of seeing him in
action. This was Mack's first year of varsih
football. Next year he will be on Riggs Field
when the first signal is called.
P. B. Austin—Guard. 175 Pounds
Freshman Football '23; Scrub Football '24; Varsity
Fool ball "25.
Paul made up his mind back in L923 that
he would play varsity football for Clemson
some day. This vear he has realized that am-
bition, having played his full share of the sea-
son's game. We expect much from this husky
lad next season.
C. M. Reynolds—Halfback. 165 Pounds
Freshman Football '23; Scrub Football '24; Varsit)
Football '25.
"Pete's greatest asset is his defensive ability.
This is only natural because up until this year
he had played tackle and end. With the hack
field experience gained during the past season




B. C. Harvey (Capt.-Elect)—Guard. 198 Pounds
Freshman Football '24; Varsity Football '25.
The opponents ball on our own five yard
line—four pile—driving line bucks and the ball
fails to move—Chub Harvey was under every
play and they had to stop. Great things are ex-
pected from this Husky in the next two seasons.
M. H. Hendee—Quarterback. 134 Pounds
Freshman Football "23; Scrub Football '24; Varsity
Football '25
"Tick" began his football career at Clemson
as an outstanding man on the Freshman squad
in '23. He handled the team at the quarter posi-
tion this year like a veteran. Tick is a good
runner, hard fighter and level headed field
general. His next year of football should show
some wonderful results.
W. M. Martin—Halfback. 165 Pounds
Freshman Football '24; Varsity Football "25.
As a Football player Walt has a rangy style
of running that is deceptive in that is seems
slow nevertheless it nets him good yardage. A
punter, passer, end runner of stellar ability, he
has proven a valuable man to the team of '25.
L. C. Price—Halfback. 155 Pounds
Freshman Football "22; Scrub Football '23. '24; Varsity
Football "25.
Red has played a consistently good brand of
football during his four years at Clemson. ris-
ing by steady even steps through the ranks of
the Rats and Scrubs and finally lauding a berth
on the Varsity squad. Red has proven a very
valuable man in this, his last year on the var-
sity squad.
C. A. McGill—Halfback. 170 Pounds
Scrub Football '24; Varsit) Football '25.
As a scrub in '24 "Big Mac"' showed the un-
quenchable spirit ad zeal for the game. This
laid the foundation for his excellent work this
year. Mac's place on the squad came as a re-
ward for the hard work and determined atti-




T. L. Bradley- 160 Pounds
23; Varsity
-Halfback
Freshman Football '22; Scrub Football
Football '24, '25.
Prep is just one hundred and sixty pounds
of man. He has heen running the pigskin ever
since he has been at Clemson. Prep has a style
of football all his own, is a hard worker, and
deserves to wear the coveted "Block C."
L. S. Davidson—Tackle. 190 Pounds
Freshman Football '24; Varsity Football '25.
Rattie laid a good foundation on which to
build himself a name when he played wTith the
Rats in '24. A husky fellow, he has every
qualification of a good player. With the expe-
rience gained this season he should be well pre-
pared to do things next year.
E. L. Warr—Fullback. 174 Pounds
Freshman Football '24; Varsity Football '25.
"War Horse" came to Clemson in the fall of
"21. He had never played football before he
pulled on tlie harness with the Rats in '24. Since
that time he has developed into a driving full-
back and promises to make somebody work for




Freshman Football '22; Varsity Football '23, '24, '25.
Fred Leitzsey, a battered veteran of the grid-
iron, stuck to the old game until permanent in-
juries removed him from the squad just a few
days before the end of his last season. Fred is
one of the old heads on football and what he
doesn't know about the game is just as well for-
gotten.
J. C. Hair—Center. 170 Pounds
Freshman Football '24; Varsity Football '25.
Rabbit received his first football knowledge
in Blackville. Under Coach *'Culs" tutelage,
Rabbit showed up well. By his hard work and
ability to back up the line Rabbit landed a posi-
tion on the varsity squad his sophomore year,





li. H. Tuttle—Tackle. 183 Pounds
Freshman Football '21: Varsity Football '25.
Tut. made a name for himself in Freshman
football last year. During the past season, Tut
was ever faithful showing repeatedly that his
make-up contained that dogged tenacity and
never-say-die spirit, which has been the making
of so many great football men.
M. H. Jones—Quarterback. 168 Pounds
Freshman Football '24; Varsity Football '25.
"Ickie" is a good man on any one of three
positions, quarterback, halfback or end. With
this year's coaching and the experience he has
received in several games this year, he will give




A. C. Link—Quarterback. 140 Pounds
Freshman Football '24; Varsity Football '25.
After a successful year as field general lor
the Ivals of 1021. Mike enlarged on his expe-
rience and judgment with the varsity eleven.
Mike uses his head, and has shown the wisdom
of his judgment in his handling of the team.
L. D. Chandler—Halfback. 170 Pounds
Freshman Football '24; Varsity Football '25.
Monk has proved himself true to all expecta-
tions. Not only did he win his place on the
"Rat" team, but also earned a berth on the var-
sity of '25. Monk is a speedy man, especially
built for cud runs and broken field running.
Much is expected of this young lad.
E. U. Cox
—
End. 160 Poi xns
Varsity Football '25.
I!u-t\ has finished bis first year of football
al ('Icmson. making the squad in his first sea-
son. On fourth down with eight to go Rusty
could always be depended upon to punt ball the
length of the field. With two more years before
him, Rust) has good possibilities.
(hif /Imiilii-il \im!\ Si*
©f«®^»®«i»
Scrub Football Team
"Big Ben" Goodale, Coach
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T. J. Bethea—First Base
Freshman Baseball '24; Varsity Baseball "25
In his two seasons of baseball at Clemson,
Bethea has proven himself to be a consistently
good first baseman. Being possessed of a cool
head and quick arm, he is well fitled for the
position he plays.
L. H. Melton—Outfield
Varsity Baseball '24 and '25
Doc Melton paused in his scuffling long
enough to play two seasons of baseball. Doc has
played in almost every part of the diamond. He
finally settled in left field, however, and here
and at the bat he could always be relied upon
to excute well his part of the game.
R. C. Jones—Outfield
Varsity Baseball '25
Jones, playing his first year on the Varsity,
displayed his ability at swinging a bat as well
as catching flies in the out-field. Much is ex-
pected of this man in his next two seasons.
S. E. Harmon—Captain, 1925
Outfit-lit and Pitcher
Varsity Baseball '23, '24. "25
Pat Harmon played equallv well in the out-
field and the pitcher's box. A consistently good
out-fielder, a base runner of unusual speed and
judgment, a hard .-lugger at the bat and born
leader of men, Harmon was indeed a valuable
man to the team of 1926.
J. L. Herron—Second Base
Freshman Baseball '24; Varsity Baseball '25
"Runt" Herron displays the family charac-
teristic in his love for and ability to play base-
ball. Having already made a good beginning.
Runt will undoubtedly make people sit up and
take notice in the coming seasons.
L. J. Salley—Third Base
Freshman Baseball '24; Varsity Baseball '25
Luke made a name for himself when, in the
Tennessee game last season, in the 13th inning,
with the score tide, he brought Runt Herron in
from second and with that hit won the most
exciting game of the season.
Two lliuiilrril Two
C. A. McGill—Captain-Eelect, '26
Catcher
Freshman Baseball '23; Varsity Baseball '24, '25
"Big Mac," a veteran of the diamond, born to
the game, has the same relation to baseball that
a duck has to water. Mac has. in past seasons,
proven his ability as a catcher, and it was only
logical that he should be chosen captain of the
1926 team. We predict great success for him.
H. R. Woodside—Pitcher
Varsity Baseball '24, '25
Harry Woodside displayed decided talent in
the pitcher's box, delivering his ball with an
ease and grace that would do credit to a Cicotte
or Johnson, '"Woody" will be missed when the
line up is picked this year.
G. E. Price—Shortstop
\ arsity Baseball '24, "25
Papa George, a steady, hardworking and
valuable man on the team will be missed when
the first call for practice is make this spring.
George played his part of the diamond well, no
matter what happened in the other parts. We
will feel his loss distinctly.
W. T. Martin—Pitcher
Varsity Baseball '25
Martin is one of those men who does his best
all the time, says no more than he has to and,
in \ictory or defeat, is always the same. He
will play an important role in the 1926 team,
and much will depend on his work.
J. A. Milling—Outfield
Freshman Baseball "24; Varsity Baseball "25
Shine, having already shown his ability in one
season with the Hat Team and one with the Var-
sity, displaying good judgment for baseball
sense in every game, is one of the best prospects
for the next two seasons.
G. A. Smith—Pitcher
Freshman Baseball '23; Varsity Baseball '24. '25
When Lefty Smith once hits his stride in a
baseball game it's usually three up and three
down until the end of the game. Lefty is one of



































E. D. Palmer—Captain '26
V /•' Guard
y^"^ » >. Freshman Basketball '23; Varsity Basketball '25, '26
When die game grows roughest and fastest
i'l^.'W'/ar. \ and the referee fails to see all he should. "Frog"
i- al hi> best. As a leader for the team "Frog's"
/ \r F *• ««. ^
I S -
/
1 ^« * 2"»v




Freshman Basketball '23; \ar-it> lla-k.-tliall "21. "25. '26
Roy the stalwart center, has earned the repu-
tation of making himself the dread of all op-
ponents. He has played slellar ball this season.
i***h\ as he has in the three preceding seasons. He is
n-' #\; ; VSE' ''"' '' r '"" x nemesis ol an) playei who dares to^ \ share the center circle with him.
H. L. Eskew—Guard
\
Freshman Basketball '25; Varsity Basketball '26
Bud, playing for the first year on the Varsity
N / IB ^~-^ quintet, has made an unusually good record. He
w^^ JJ[m plays the game with every ounce of strength in
^^iiifKnr"
his powerful frame, and this combined with his
trained eve and cool thinking, has brought him
i I • Y \ P***"^
the laurels he now holds.
mm Wj -*v>"C^
C. C. Newman—Forward
r n\ / aSJv.1 1 'I'm'/m \
Varsit> Basketball '25. '26
_q) • ,<*Jkv' H m \ Accuracy, speed, and endurance are the words
that best describe the ability of Newman. For
\'jBSk \ \
(
two consecutive years he has been a mainstay on
the Tiger team. Carter's abundance of speed has
I u 1 /
proved quite an asset to him and his long and





Freshman Basketball '21: Varsity Basketball "26
The sidelines have often wondered how "Tick"
manages to be everywhere on the court at once.
He is decidely one of the fastest men on the
/^5 Vl\ squad and one of the hardest fighters. What
"Tick" lacks in size, he more than makes up for
iu speed and accuracy
.






Freshman Basketball '25; Varsity Basketball '26
Brock has developed into a fast and elusive
forward and is to be depended upon for a subs
tantial part of the score in every game. His ac-
curate shots, done at top speed, are often the
wonder of the spectators. Brock has been quite
indispensible to the team this year.
J. T. MuNDY Forward
Freshman Basketball '25: Varsity Basketball "26
Mund\ began his career as a Tiger basketeer
his Freshman year and since that time he has
more than lived up to the name he has made.
He can always be depended upon when the ball
i- in his hands.
H. M. Allison—Forward
Freshman Basketball "25; Varsity Basketball '26
"Shimmy" plays a flashy game of ball. Dart-
ing here and there, he is always in the thickest
part of the game. Once disengaged, he eludes
his opponents l>\ his shifty footwork. From the
time he enters he fights a hard game and well




Freshman Basketball "25: Varsit) Basketball '26
Tom never gets in a hurry except when he
goes on the basketball court. But when he is
on the court the witnesses often wonder if this
i> the same Tom that moves so deliberately
around barracks. Tall, muscular, and fast, his
presence is keenly felt by his opponent-.
W. N. Martin—Guard
Freshman Basketball '25: Varsit) Basketball "26
When Wall i- in the game we do not worry
about his end of it. Every minute of play means
sixty seconds of hard fighting for him. \\ alt
has a promising future ahead of him in ba>ket-
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A review of athletics (or the year 1925-26 does not
show the unbroken succession of games won that we had
hoped for. This record will not show how the individual
player slaved with the last ounce of his strength to swing
the victory to the side of his Alma Mater, nor will it give
evidence of the bitter anguish which followed defeat.
But long after the scores have been forgotten and time
has smoothed off the rough edges of recollection, there will
still remain with those who played the game and those who
so anxiously watched from the sidelines, the memory of
the old fight, the never-say-die spirit, the sixty-minute-per-
hour scrap, and the imperishable friendships made during
this time.
So let's remember the teams of 1925-26 as true Tigers,
playing under conditions that were not the best, rejoicing
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\\ WIREN. J. A.
\\ i:il. G. H.
\\ ells. S. F.
WlNGARD. B. F.
Wise, C. P.














Adams, H. Gray, J. W. Rogers. J. 1.
Aull, J. L. Harrison, W. S. Rogers, W. \1.
Baldwin. H. L. Jenkins. J. M. SlMKINS. L. H.
Bearden, C. E. Jone>. 11. W. Spencer, E. 1'.
Bell, CM. KlRKLEY, F. E. Springer. E.
Blakney. C. R. Liles, S. E. Steadm w. C. L.
Brown, H. \. McClellan, G. W. Striblim.. 1!. VI.
Burke, G. S. McColl. H. G. Taylor. H. L.
Calhoun, W. B. McCormac, E. L. Thompson, /. \
.
Carter, W. H. McMillan, F. W. TlMMERM \\. W. 1
Cooper. J. R. \l \KTIV J. TlNSLEY, II. k.
Day,C. B. Moore. B. R. TOMPSON, 1). 1*.
Dobson, C. 1!. Moore, P. P. \\ u.l. J. E.
Epting, E. 1.. \ \lley, R. I-
.
Walsh, A. A.
Garrison, C. R. Pepper, H. B. \\ ebb. T. W.
Garrison, R. H. Poe, H. D. West, W. P.
Gault, H. S. Woodward. ML H.
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American Society of Civil Engineers
First Term Second Perm
WALKEK, J. E President CAUGHMAN, J. B.
McKerly, J. B Vice-President Bryan, W. W.




















\\ \i.kki;. J. E.
HONORARY MEMBERS
Prof. E. L. Clark
Prof. H. E. Glenn
Prof. D. Kavanaugh
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iMITH, J .te.
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J. E. CUDD President
M. L. Parler / ice-President
J. M. Atkinson Secretary and Treasurer
Miss Catherine Calvert Sponsor
HONORARY MEMBERS
Prof. R. E. Lee
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Two Hundred Forty-Nine
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Miss Miller, Senior Dancing Club Sponsor
Two Hundred Fifty




L. II vmpton Simkins President
Robert H. Hope Vice-President
J. (v). \\ KAY Secretary and Treasurer
Anderson, O. S. Day. C. B. Jones. W. L. Smith, R. E.
Bvison, J. P. Elliott, \V. R. Klugh, W. \\
.
Smyth, J. A.
Brown, \\ . \\
.
Garrison. N. A. Law. J. M. Sudlow, W. H.
Carpenter, E. W. Gilmer, F. S. Lemmon. J. M. Strickland. P.
Carson, J. W. Gignilliatt, G. W. Leitzsey, F. B. Taylor, W. H.
Caughman, J. B. Hane, \\ . \\
.
McCraw, L. G. Thackston, A. J.
Cudd, J. E. Hane, J. K. McCormac. E. L. Tison. P. H.
Cobb, C.N. Hall, F. B. Martin, B. V. Watson. S. J.
Coleman. H. C. Heller, W. F. Porter. L. A. Wray. J. Q.
Culler. F. Y Hester. J. B. Salley, E. M. White, W. A.
Cox, H. A. Hope. R. H. Sanders. V. C. Williamson. X. Q.
Darby, J. M. J \ckson, T. G. Smith. E. T. Whitesides, R.
Zagora. 0. F.
Tu o Hundred Fifty-One
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H. E. Russell President
J. A. Millini Vice-President
R. C. Jones Secretary and Treasurer
\nwi~. L C. Jones, I!. C. Parler, M. L.
Alexander, S. 1>. Keenan, II. E. Ross, I). H.
\-ki\-. 11. \\
.
Kershaw, J. Rayne, .1. .1.
Avent, J. K. Keyserlinc, L. L. Rodgers, C. M.
Bethea, T. .1. Kitchen, T. W. Russell, H. E.
Brice, G. \\ . Liles. S. E. Sikes. L. C.
Brown, W. C. Lenhardt, B. F. Scott. .1. F.
Calhoun, W. H. Marshall, It. M. Smith, C. T.
Chritzberc, C. H. Massey, L. B. Spencer, E. P.
Cromer, Jake Milky, P. Standermire, H. S.
Cii.lim. F. E. Milling, T. \. Seaborne, S. A.
Ci nningham, W. B. Mitchell, B. H. Thompson, D. P.
Fl&BQURNE, T. .1. McCrAKEN, H. E. I i I! mu. C. M.
Chimin. 1). \. Newman, C. C. Valentine. J. L.
livn Nickels, W. D. Wuirev J. A.
Hi mm.. M. H. Phylipps, C. Y. Weatheresby, 0. A.








C. D. Green President
R. 0. Pickens ... Vice-President
R. B. White Secretary
Albergottie, J. C. Farrar, M. B. Meecham, T. B. Robinson, J. H.
Inderson, J. D. Ford, J. G. McGowan, .1. F. Sheafer, W. B.
Barton, L. S. Ginn, R. J. McGowan, 1!. \\
.
Sholar, J. 0.
Bethea, W. M. Ham,. \. \\
.
McGill, T. J. Shull, W. G.
Bradley, M. E. Hafers, E. P. Midriff, R. B. Smith, M. G.
Bryan, C. A. Heard. L. M. Miller, P. I.. Smith, T. W.
Chapman. H. T. Hicks. J. 0. Moore, L. B. Stelling, R. N.
Chandler, L. D. Holman. F. W. Murrah, E. S. Sims, E. E.
Clark, J. H. Husbands, H. Parklh. \\ . E. Timmerman, W. I'.
Covington, J. B. James, E. G. Plyler, D. P. Whilder, .1. E.
Davis, R. R. Johnson, H. E. I'm hi. \V. R. Witherspoon, J. II.
Di nv S. B. Jones. M. H. Ramsay, W. T. Wylik, A. P.
Dozier, J. P. Killinxsworth. H. M. Purvis, E. R. Watson, E. C.
Ellis, E. S. Kli oh, G. F. Rees, H. Wk...in>. E. E.
Evans, J. C. Linebercer. C. H. Reinach, M. \1. Wright, I. G.
Farmer, R. E. Marvin, H. W. Richie. B. R. Wright, J. S.
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James M. Atkinson, "28
T. Merceh Russ. _>:;
Edwin V. H. Webb, '29
JOHNNY ( '„ \-,\ w-. '2iJ,
Mi \i!ii C. ( Irain, '27
Ray N. Truluck, '28
W. Bryant Calhoi \. "27
Lewis E. Cromer, '27
William A. Whitk. "26
Joseph A. Warren, '27
Glee Club
WAYLAND A. SHANDS, '26. Director D. RAMSEl Ergle, "26. Manager
W. L. Lippincott, Aceom pa n is l
FIRST TENORS
.1- ViMiiii; Boyd, '26 Charles Y. Phillips. '27
Dallas B. Sherman, '29 Albert J. DhPree, "29
SECOND TENORS
Fred B. Leitzsey, '26
J wn.s B. Caulhm w. '26
Newton W. Stevenson. '26
FIRST BASS
James F. McCowan. '26
Charles R. Garrison, '26 Waiiwd \. Shands, '26
SECOND BASS
Harry \. Vi.i.kn. '29 I). Ramsay Eklle, "26 J. Gorhi \i Ford, "28
George <:. [mes, '29 E. McQueen Salley, '26 Hazel I.. Shands, '29
Ol VRTET: Boyd—Shands—Atkinson— Ergle
ORCHESTR
\
W. C Hutchins, Saxophone J. A. Boyd, Banjo G. S. Hutching. Saxophone
I . E. Cromer. Drums L. (',. Kvobeloch, Saxophone D. R. Ergle. Trombone
W. L. Lippincott, Piano G. G. Simmons, Cornet




G. S. Hutchins Din-dor
W. C. Hutchins Manager
L. G. Vogle I'i"" n
G. S. Hutchins Saxophone G. G. Simmons Trumpet
W. C. Hutchins.. ....Saxophone D. R. Ergle Trombone
L. G. Knobeloch Saxophone E. J. Freeman -Bass






Prof. E. J. Freeman. Director H. E. Gaffney, Business Mgr.
Clarinets
H. M. Carter G. W. Gignilliat L). P. Thompson L. Anderson
M. M. Reinach 0. F. Zagora C. C. Faust A. J. Dupree
W. H. Taylor A. A. Walsh L. H. Graham
Cornets
G. G. Simmons J. W. Carson S. M. Cox
J. H. Clark C. R. Garrison W. E. Mays
W. C. Brown W. P. Timmerman J. M. Jenkins
Horns
G. S. Hutchins P. Strickland E. W. Carpenter
Trombones
D. R. Ergle H. S. Gault R. E. Farmer
Baritone: J. L. Harper
Basses
H. E. Gaffney W. C. Hutchins V. C. Sanders
Alto Saxophones Drums and Tympani







B. C. Harvey C. H. Patrick Flute and Piccolo
Tenor Saxophones J- W. Gray M. H. Woodward
L. A. Porter 11. W. Harvin Oboe: R. L. Sweeney
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Y. M. C. A. Advisory Board
Prof. S. M. Martin, Chairman
Prof. S. B. Earle
Dr. E. W. Sikes
President of College and Ex-0)ficio
Mr. B. B. Burley
Mr. B. 0. Williams
Prof. J. L. Marshall
Mr. G. H. Aull
Prof. E. L. Carpenter
Mr. J. C. Littlejohn
Rev. E. C. Koib
Mr. E. H. Jordon, Ex-Officio
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff







Y. M. C. A. Cabinet
E. H. Jordan President
S. F. Wells Vice-President
D. R. Ergle Recording Secretary
MEMBERS
H. E. Gaffney G. E. Metz
E. L. McCoRMAC P. HOLTZENDORFF
J. W. Williamson R. H. Smith
W. H. Carter J. R. Cooper





Few of us stop to ill ink what part the Young Men's Christian Association
plays in our college life, and what a memorial chapter it leaves imprinted on
the life <>l so many men. It tries to promote all of those things which make
for the betterment of character and morals among the students as well as
promote physical training and wholesome recreation.
The moral development is encouraged by Bible Classes, Morning Watch
Groups, and by the work of the Friendship Council, which organization is
most helpful to the new students during the first week. Then, too, Vesper
service is held each Sunday night. Some of the lectures delivered at Vesper
service are rarely excelled.
The social and entertainment phase of the Y. M. C. A., while perhaps of
less importance than spiritual development, is even more outstanding in its
scope, for here every boy comes for some form of recreation or entertain-
ment. The swimming pool is open the entire year. The bowling alleys, pool
tables, ping pong tables, and checker and crokernole tables are always open
to every one as is the basketball court, which is used by the high school
team, visiting teams, cadets and the Freshman squad. The picture shows are
shown almost daily—each picture being shown two days. And the reading
and writing room is always open.
Each class is given one or more receptions each year. Junior-Senior
reception is given for those who do not dance. All athletic teams that visit
at the campus are kept at the Y. M. C. A. Faculty and American Legion
receptions are also held. Ladies Rest Room is maintained for visiting ladies
and parents. Free shows are given from time to time for the entire student
body, and benefit pictures are given for various groups.
The Young Mens Christian Association endeavors to serve each man
personally and to become a vital (actor in every student's Life. II we have
failed in this attempt, if we have not mule Clemson a better place in which
to live, and if we have not created a more Christian-like environment, we
have not attained our aim. If we have failed in our purpose, we have done
so because of the magnitude of the task. In our attempt to serve others we
have been benclillled more than any other.
(Sign (Ml E. H. Jordan,
President Clemson Y .M. C. A. 1925-26.
Two Hundred Sixty-Four
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Anderson County Club
\l( Gill, C. A President
Smith. E. T Vice-President
Garrison, R. H Secretary ami Treasurer
\l iss Helen McGill Sponsor
\(kik. T. F. Cromer, N. C. Haynie, I). P. McPhail, J. W. Pruitt, J. VI.
Alexander, S. R. Darby, .1. M. Herd, 1.. M. Maddox, W. B. Reed, I.. It.
Barton. C. R. DeYoung, I). F. Heller, J. N. Mahaffey, C. R. Rogers, C. M.
Bell, I. L. Drake, H. B. Heller, W . F. Major. .1. D. Sexton, E. W.
Hi vckman, I. \l. Drake, T. F. Herron, J. L. Major, S. M. Simpson, W. (;.
Boli.uw R. Di nlap, 0. P. Hirr, G. L. Marchbanks, J. C, Sitton, IS. G
Brown. W. C. Earle, .1. E. Hudcens, W. W. Martin. S. P. Sloan, J. I).
Bruce, .1. W. Edmonds, W . W. Jackson, R. \. Martin, W. E. Smith, B. M.
Burgess, H. H. Farmer, \\ . \. Jameson, P. H. Massey, L. B. Smith, <;. \.
Burriss, .1. L. Fripp, A. L. Johnson, H. E. Mattieson, I. \. Smith, R. L.
Burriss, L. J. Garrison, \. \. Kai. C. W. Mitchell, R. D. Stevenson, N. W.
Campbell, T. A. Gerrard, F. H. Kay, W. H. Moore, .1. M. Strickland. P.
Cannon, J. P. Gilmer, F. S. Kelly, W. G. Nickles, W. D. Sweeney, R. I..
Chamblee, \. 1). Gilmer, .1. C. King, .1. L. Parker, .1. R. Swords, P. E.
Chapman, H. \. Genn, R. .1. Littel, T. R. Patterson, H. F. Todd, J. A.
Chapman, W. E. Graham, L. II. Littlejohv H. A. Pearman, F. E. Turner, G. E.
Chapman, W. F. Griffin, E. I.. McAlister, I . < :. Pearman, S. I). Wall, J. E.
Chreitzberg, C. H Griffin, R. C. McCarley, T. H. Pepplh. B. B. Webb, E. V. II.
Clarke, W. H. Griffin, F. W. McCleltan, G. W. Picklesimer, D. L. Weigle, C. C.
Cooper, .1. R. II ml. F. B. McConnfll, R. E. Poore, M. L. Welborn. M, I!.
Coin, H. E. Hall, R. M. McGee, E. T. Pruitt, A. Whitten, S. E.
Cox, E. R. Harris, S. P. McGee, R. L. Pruitt, W. H. Williams, A.
<:<>\. F. M. Hawkins, C. E. McNeace, J. C. Pruitt, W. R. Wilson, J. C.
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MAtPTlN ^T.C? (V)EC0Rm5. TENN
MAY WELL W.C l^YDAL, 6A.
IPICHEV. B^ ^AtPTEOOT. N.V.
3ALIEY E.M- 5ALUDA, N.6
• FFEeWB Ttf£C<?A <5A.
5MT-I. MG. ATLANTA, <^A
JMVTHE J.A. ANDEI?50N1VILLE,
V^ETL. L.J. V\*A5&|N<5TDfs), DC.
WAPG>E.C0. Jft..r MT /£[?NtfN, NVr |
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1—Freshmen arrive—much greeness shown.
2—Load of pills and capsules arrive at hospital.
5—New Chemistry professor taken for a rat.
Enoch Cudd happy—passed Military Science.
7—Brains of the corps arrive—three hundred sophs on campus.
8—Free hair cut given all rats on campus.
12—Hambone Anderson goes to reveille.
13—Seniors tell about the house partv in Alabama.
19—Colonel Cole marches the chapel out.
20—Hawkins goes to reveille propeilv attired.
OCTOBER
1—Dr. Daniel tells a new joke.
2—Sloan Brothers cash a check.
5—Johnnie Kershaw reports to the Coffee Shoppe.
6—Cadet Exchange gives away free tooth paste.
7—Prof. Carpenter fails to talk—sore throat.
12—Douglass goes to sleep in church. Assessed 10 demerit-.
14—Frog Palmer misses dinner.
16—Garv Finklea gets enough to eat?
18—Prof. Dargan tells of the Class of "06.
20—Holtzy throws arms out of place while leading chapel singing.
26—Calhoun moves to Columbia—Cadets go along.
27—Cadets become infatuated with bingo, popcorn and gurrels.
28—Winthrop and Clemson meet at fair. \\ inthrop and Carolina both win.
29—More bingo.
30—Cadets broke, but happy.
31—Calhoun moves back to Clemson—Cadets go along too.
NOVEMBER
5—Pot Morgan takes a bath, also gets a haircut.
8—J. M. Lemmon rents a U-Drive-It.
10—Doc. White acts with intelligence.
12—Prof. Lippincott fails to wear loud tie.
13—Wayland Shands falls in love.
18—Dewey Gibson loses his hold.
20—Kit Hane fails to shoot bull—is ill.
26—Calhoun moves to Greenville—Cadets go along
—
lost the game but everybody happy—also wet.
27—Cadets defeat turkey—noble battle in mess hall.
28—Cadets recuperate from battle—casualty li-t heavy.
30—Lemmon rents a U-Drive-It.
DECEMBER
1—Red Caughman makes the Glee Club.
2—Mack Salley wins beauty contest for being the ugliest.
4—Bugle corps learns new piece;—they know two now.
5—Fatty Pruitt gets promoted to second lieutenant and is promptlv pooled.
6—This is all we know—Annual goes to press.
Thru- Hundred Twenty-Three
Q^mw^^mmmm^mi
A speaker comes to chit pel
Same H ise U Ords lii SQ) ;
He looks <it the student body
liul then says "Let u\ pray.
Prof. Bradli \ : "How old are you
Mi. Jones?"
'"IkcV Jones: "I've j u~- 1 reached
twenty-one."
Prof. Bradle) : "Late, as usual."
Ole King Cole uus u uiern tile soul
I men \ ole soul was he,
lie called for Finklea; he culled foi
Douglas
He culled for his lutijui s three.
SMOvaJ f^lEL THE. WAY TO Go HOM
/ hree Hundri d In < nt\ -Fc
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HEADQUARTERS CORPS OF CADETS
THE CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Delinquency Report„S *iLt-°biLr -?2 -t
DELINQUENCY
192.5
OAI1KT REPORTED REPORTING OFFICER 1 D p
Prof . scar tin Hair improperly parted Cora Cadets
Hat Poppe Failing to 3iu guard in mounting H. Lloyd Hawkins
Hat Evolution Roosting in tree Prof. Crsndall
.V.VV. Bryan Cbscene literature in "Tiger" Jack Law
prof. Henry Squeezing eagle on dollar Football squad
Stealing second base Honor committee
G . '.' . MoOlella
n
Chewing Bro'.'.ns Mule in class Prof. Holmes
P . £ . Gm 1 1 n Drawing obscene pictures Cept. O'Berg
Prof. Seigler n II rt Capt. O'Berg
Ben Martin Looking straight Rat Smith
Col. Cole Expectorating in ranks F.F. Gerard
Capt. Lergle Letting things slide Gene Parker
I.'ola lieath J.'on-re^ulat ion uniform Mrs. Col. Salley
Dr. Sykes Profuse use of sta-comb Mrs. Sykes
Dr. Daniel i.'on-re^ulation tie J. 11. Pruitt
:.'.b. "-rar Acting as fire marshal tt.R. hoy
Sloan Brothers Cashing personal check Kora Kadets
F. A', Holman Throv.ing chest out of v.indow Al (.. Hall
J .'.: . Lem;iion Having sc-les like a fish U-Drive-lt
Sergt. Peck Absent reveille tnis year Senior privates
L.R. Tozier Carrying out of season Senior class
L.G. Trm-iier disrespect for superior officer
By order of Col. Ctis R. Cole
Unofficial
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HA5 YOUR Sun learned anything at clemson?"
YES HE CAN ASK FOR MONETY IN SUCH A WAY
THAT iTSCEti^ LIKE AN HONOR TO GIVE IT TO HIM.'"
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Q u a 1 7 t y Druggists
at Clemson for
College Souvenirs, Pennants, Banners,
Pillow Covers, Belts, Seal Brooches,
Gold and Silver Seal Rings, Vanity Ca-
ses, and Other JEWELRY NOVELTIES..
Audits For
1926 and 1927 CLASS RINGS
Repairs on Rings oi All Classes Solicitea
CLEMSON VIEW POST CARDS







From Bale to Loom
We can supply complete equipment of
most advanced design to take cotton
from the bale and put it into trie loom













Adapted to Raw Stock, Yarn and*
Piece-Goods
Enabling the dyer to meet all con-
ditions in matching standard and
mode shapes.
National Aniline and Chemical Co.,
[ncorporated
40 Rectro Street — New York, N. Y.







,E HAVE furnished a complete service
to the management of "T A P S"
1926. All extra art work, the en-
graving, printing, and the binding
of this book were done in our plant—all under one
roof and under the supervision of annual men of
experience.
We are prepared to furnish a complete line of stock
inserts, borders, panels, instruction books and many
other necessities to an annual staff.
We sincerely hope that the management of "TAPS"
is satisfied with the product of our efforts and that the
incoming staff will confer with us before committing
llicmselves on next year's contracts. Don't fail to










Presentation Sabres, Belts, Flags
and all Military Supplies
William Q Rowland
i Incorporated)




GENEVA Canned Fruits and Vegetables








Quality, Dependability and Economy
These Three Words Typify the Spirit
AND THE FOUNDATION STONE UPON WHICH
FRANKLIN SUCCESS HAS BEEN ERECTED.
Franklin Process Company
Yarn Dyers—Yarn Spinners—Mfgs Glazed Yarns—Dyeing Machines
Philadelphia—Providence—Manchester, Eng.
Southern Franklin Process Co.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
VMM
I 1893 to 1926
I
11
Thirty-Three Years in Business at Clemson
H
II
We sell the right goods at the right price, 11




1 SLOAN BROTHERS H
1
in the New Arcade Building
1
II
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